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1924 FACULTY AND STUDENT BODY—This was the Murray Normal School faculty and student body in 1924. Pictured in
of the Administration Rfldhlg, nearing completion and the first building on the campus, the group included: President J.W. Carr.
Ed Filbeck, William Caudill, Irby Koffman, E.H.Smith,Garland A. Murphy , J.W. Hutchinson and Miss Stella Pennington.
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Youth is glorious but it isn't a
career

will
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last

Dug up a row of Jonquils this
week and found that they had
doubled and trebled in number
Replanted them about so far
apart, then we had a big pile of
them left over We are sticking
here and there. Next
them
spring they'll look real sharp
blooming here and yonder.
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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon Septembei 21, 1973
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MSU to Celebrate 50th
Anniversary On Monday

Monday's program WM .-00.:Jackson Purchase Historical
Society, who will preside. This ficially conclude the Univerpart of the program has been sity's 18-month-long observance
Dr. John Wesley Carr was the listed as "Calling the Roll."
of the completion of its firstfirst president and presided that
Appearing on the program at half-century.
.•0
"first day at Murray State" the Middle School will be Dr.
On March 8, 1972, the
when 2020 students-67 men and Harry M. Sparks, recently- University observed the date in
135 women—reported to enroll retired fifth president of the 1922 when Gov. Edwin P.
in the new school. More than 130 University, who will give the Morrow signed the bill
•
•- *.-.4
of these were Calloway Coun- invocation and the benediction, authorizing two normal schools
tians, and many of them and Dr. L. J. Hortin, who will in Kentucky—one in Eastern
The eases an the mouth aide of
the
for
expected
are
the house were exactly where
discuss "The First Day," using Kentucky and the other in
we wanted to put some washed
ceremonies.
hand-written notes of the first Western Kentucky.
gravel, so we just split the
Six months later, on SepThese first students will be president.
of
plastic before we put down the
asked 10 register and will be
Carmen M. Graham, Murray, tember 17, a "Day
rock. We figure that the
introduced by name by Dr. Ray a member of the first student Rededication" was held on the
Jonquils will come up where we
Mofield, chairman of the body and for many years campus commemorating the
FUNDS FOR FIREFIGHTERS—Volunteer Randy Linn mans a roadblock Sunday as Callowly
Com- principal of the University's anniversary of the date in 19.12
split the plastic and will have no County Fire-Rescue held the first of two fund-raising days on the streets of Murray. Officers of the
of
Department
difficulty in coming on through unit termed the first day a moderate success, but will need another good day this coming Sunday to
munications at Murray State Training School, will tell about when the State Normal School
the rock. We well remember bring contributions up to their goal.
and .ast president of the the "first students," and Dr. Commission, meeting in the
Bethel Richardson's Jonquils
Josiah Darnall, a professor of office of its chairman, attorney
Frankfort,
coming up through his asphalt
music, will lead the singing of Edward C. O'Rear of
sire of the
the
driveway as though it was
as
Murray
chose
The
of
Hymn
Battle
-The
to be
school"
composed of loamy soil. They
normal
"new
Dr.
Republic," the song sung by
Normal
just lifted up chunks of asphalt
Carr and the first faculty and known as Murray State
and went on and bloomed.
students on that historic School.
The first building, used until
opening day.
1967 as the Administration
Reading the other day where
Fred Schultz, superintendent Building, was built in 1924 with
Security has been tightened at Road and Ky. 1680 early Weda fellow gave 10 points which
Bill Holt has been named
to "an of the Murray city schools, is funds contributed by 1,352
leading
morning,
nesday
University
State
Guard
Murray
the
National
committee
any
Paris
for
The
are essential
director of Murray State
to speak on Calloway Countians who gave
scheduled
unit will be enlarged under farm following the rustling of a inventory check and doubleintent on doing nothing about a University's Project Apollo, a
Through the $117,000 to the Commonwealth
on
"Cooperati
check."
problem:
reorganization plans announced jersey heifer from the herd
recently
pilot
program
on of Years," and Dr. Constantine of Kentucky for its construction.
indentificati
said
Cherry
night.
Tuesday
an
sometime
have
to
not
week,
Profess
this
1.
awarded a federal grant of
the animal can be estatished Curris, Murray State's new
Anniversary
50th
The
answer. This lets you out of 4125,000 to develop dormant
The unit, which includes
Orman Price. director of by tattoos in her ears—M72 in sixth president, will speak on
steering committee, named by
several local men, will remain campus security, said both the
having any. ,
potential in high school students
in her left "The Next 50 Years."
the former president, Dr.
an engineer company, but will sheriff's office and city police her right ear and 222
2. Say that we must not move through an outdoor educational
Following the Middle School
value of
the
estimated
He
ear.
the outset of the
under
too rapidly. This avoids the experience.
be reorganized Nov I
have been notified of the theft the heifer at about 9350 for dairy ceremony, the honored guests— Sparks, at
is composed of: M.
observance,
orders from Washington, ac- and that an investigation is
necessity of getting started.
His appointment was jointly
the first students—will be C. Garrott, chairman, Dr.
cording to Tennessee Governor underway. Additional security purposes.
3. Say the problem can't be announced by Dr. Donald B.
driven in a police-escorted Thomas B. Hogancamp, Dr.
since
manager
farm
8
Hull,
Gen.
Maj.
separated from other problems. Hunter, dean of the School of
Winfield Dunn, and
measures have been taken to
motorcade to the Waterfield Mofield Dr. Hortin, Wilson
he
checks
that
explained
1949,
Therefore it can't be solved Education, and Jim Biggs,
William C. Smith, state ad- prevent a recurrence, he added.
day. When Student Union Building- on
each
fences
farm
the
Gantt,'-ChatThii—L: Eldridge,
are.
all
others
until
jutant general.
Upward Bound director on the
An inventory of the herd
hole cut with campus for a coffee-hour- Menet! J. Vinson, Miss Ruble
4. Discover there are
The announcement said the Wednesday revealed that a he found the
campus. The grant is being
a hair in the reunion and brief, additional Smith, Mrs. Lochie Hart, Dwain
dangers in any formulation of a
Paris unit will become the 890th yearling
ap- snippers and found
weighing
administered by the School of
"no doubt ceremonies.
had
he
he
said
wire,
a
of
McIntosh and Max B. Hurt.
unit
a
Co.,
conclusion.
Engineer
Education as an extension of
proximately 450 pounds is
At this time, Mrs. Modest
been led
had
animal
an
that
brigade
Bill Holt
S. Appoint a sub-committee. Upward Bound.
Separate armored
missing, according to William
will
Clark Jeffrey, Murray,
6. Wait until an expert can be
which will be headquartered in N. Cherry, acting chairman of through."
Holt, an assistant professor
present a portrait of her father, Mrs. Curtis Appointed
increase
a
been
have
overall
cattle
that
Noting
consulted.
Jackson. The
of health, physical education
the agriculture department.
late Lee Clark, to Dr. Curris
the
and
amounts to 55 officers
7. For every proposal set up and recreation, has been
He said Oren Hull, farm part of the school's farm to be placed in the lounge of To Inaugural Committee
an opposite one and conclude granted a year's leave of abenlisted men for the unit, being manager, discovered a hole cut operation since 1933, Hull said 'Clark Hall, a residence hall fur
that the middle ground sence from the School of Arts
increased from 165 presently to in the pasture fence near the the heifer is the firzt head ever women which bears his name.
Mrs. Nancy Curtis, a Murray
represents the wisest course. and Sciences to initiate and
intersection of College Farm lost by theft from the farm.
of
C.
Brown
Tucker
Kirksey 220 under the new plan
rn 192243, when Murray State senior at Murray State
8. State in conclusion that you direct the program in the Land Route One has been appointed
was founded, Clark was the University, has been appointed
have all clarified your thinking. Between the Lakes.
as
Calloway
County
Calloway County represen- to a subcommittee involved in
This obscures the fact that
Funded by the National Office representative on the Kentucky
tative in the Kentucky General planning the inauguration of Dr.
nothing has been done.
of Student Assistance of the U. Heritage Commission, acAssembly, and worked closely Constantine (Deno Curris as
9. Point out that the deepest S. Office of Education, The cording to Mrs. Simeon Willis,
with Dr Rainey T. Wells. the the university's sixth president
minds have struggled with the interagency grant involves the executive director of the
'
second president and generally Nov. 12.
problem. This implies that it Tennessee Valley Authority, commission.
Serving as a merrib-er--61111e
regarded as the founder of the
have
to
just
dos you credit
along with Murray State.
Tucker succeeds Dr. Charles
school, in..the establishment of registration and tours subthought of it.
"Building the self-esteem and Hines who has been appointed
the institution at Murray. Clark committee, she is one of 52
10. Close the meeting try confidence of these students as state librarian.
later was manager of the people on seven committees and
S61
.03iQ1k.41
.1/4TP u1
.i.00/..,9h94141400-04:PiAg.,
„an
clensnisains.
Itnowersire,lilnisltstore -teraunty.
discussion, opened new vistas, process is a challenge I purpose the preservation of
Mrs. Curtis, a psychology
years before his death in 1960.
shown us the way, and welcome," Holt said, "and I historic sites in the state, and
major, is the daughter of Mr.
challenged our inventiveness. appreciate the confidence also the listing of places of
and Mrs. Wyvan Holland of 711
shown in me in giving me the historical, architectural, or
Elm in Murray.
Success has been defined as opportunity
a archeological significance in
head
to
Gurris, who took the oath of
while
want
getting what you
program of great potential." the Kentucky Survey and for
office and officillly assumed his
happiness is wanting what you
He said he expects the nomination in the National
new duties Sept. 15, will be
The Community Continuing formally installed in an
get
program, which will be con- Register of Historic Places.
Education meeting, sponsored inaugural ceremony at 2•30
ducted in a 30-square-mile area
Calloway County has four
by the Murray Calloway county p.m. on Nov. 12. A noon lun•
in the southern half of the I.BI. places listed in the Survey of
Hospital, will be held Monday,
about 15 miles from the cam- Historic Sites in Kentucky.
-48
cheon and a reception at 4 p m.
oki.* 4Ie
1 4
September 2t at ,7:le p.m in are also planned as tzpecial.
pus, to be duplicated in other They are: Calloway County
4.•
94
the Hospital Conference Room. events on that date. A . concert
schools across the country.
House, Old McCuiston
Court
4
-.91
4
Dr. H.S. .lackson, Urologist will be held at 8:30 .p.m. on
14...."2r.•
•
mild
ti
has
a
,
"But Murray State
Mostly • cloudy and
home near New Concord,
'
'1.• - • •
associated with the Houston - inauguration eve.
tonight with slight chance of a unique geographic advantage "Oakhurst" at Murray State
McDevitt Clinic,. will ..be
Succeeding Dr. Harry ./.1
few light showers. Low tonight _by its pFoximity to the LBL, a University, and the old_ log court
speaking on "Urinary Ob- Sparks, who has retired,
in the low 805. 'Considerable facgitha1to doubt'hat trineh 'house now located On Cheetnut
with •the grant award! 'Street.
cloudiness and wanner with to
"ar—age -32, is. the • yonstesahl.0-1,-FENCE INSPECTION—Ores Hull, manager of the Murray State University farm, cheeks the
All community and haspita/ • •,
to
1 -,11
College
*fianct of thundershowers Sat- ikas„afidear..
of
Tucker said persons having
luterseetton
silitethe
pasture
the
from
rustled
was
biller
a
fence
rsey
where 4541-poundie
nurses are invited to ,attiind7e -college or university in KenHe Waled the cerrunitment of questions concerning local
Wclity,afternoon. High in the
been
has
!nippers
wire
by
cut
fence
the
in
hole
Farm Read apd li,y. 16110Itainetbine Tuesday night. A
-hospital-apetr.eamau.
-low 8lls Sunday decreasing tittr•TVA to thalNirlect, /sainting landmarks may call Min athiS
—
mended since the animal, valued at 9350 for dairl purposes, was stolen.
cooler.
Page
121
Holt,
and
(See
cloudiness
home
A large number of the first
students to attend Murray State
University are expected to be
present Monday when the
University observes the 50th
anniversary, of the day upon
which the institution opened its
doors for students for the first
roe on September 24, 1923.
The ringing of church bells
across the city at 8:55 a.m.
Monday will signal the
beginning of an outdoor
ceremony commemorating the
event in front of the Murray
Middle School. which in 1923
was Murray High School and in
which Murray State Normal
School held its first classes
pending completion of its first

Bill Holt Named
Project Director

Paris Guard
Unit To Be
Reorganized

building, known today on the
campus as Wrather Hall.

Heifer Stolen From
MSU Farm This Week

Tucker Named
To Commission
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Two Sections
Today
Twenty Pages

Dr. ft.-S. Jackson
Speaker, Nurses

The Weather

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Scotts Orel
Worship Service
Evening worship
N 4th St ,
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103
Murray. Kentucky 42071, Phone 753,1916
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

Emmanuel Miss
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
in
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
terest of our readers.
Ave.,
Madison
1509
,
Co
Witmer'
Wallace
Representatives:
National
Memphis. Tn.; Time I. Life Bldg., New York, N Y , Stephenson Btctg
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray 5 35 per week, 51.52 per
month, 518 20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
57.50 per year. other destinations. 518 00 per year All mail sub
emotions plus 5 percent state tax
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter

Collision With
Ambulance
Driving home from work, Harold crashed into an ambulance
at a busy intersection. In short
order he found himself facing a
charge of "failing to yield the
right-of-way to an emergency ye.
hick."
But in court, Harold came up
with the following facts in his
own defense:
1) that the traffic light had
been in his favor;
2) that he had not heard the
siren because he had his windows up and his radio on; and
3) that he had not seen the
ambulance until the last moment,
because other cars were obscuring his vision.

The Outstanding Civic Asset et a Community
is the Integrity el its NewsPeFer

A news item recently reported that Chicago is
considering creating a special police corps of women
to handle investigations and prosecutions of rape
cases.
It is theorized that many rapes go unreported or
the investigation bogs down for lack of details
because the victims, women, are embarrassed to
relate the details to officials, who most often are
men.
The reluctance of victims to discuss such a crime
is understandalbe. If the creation of an all-woman
corps will break down the psychological barriers to
prosecution and conviction of offenders, then such a
practice should be emulated in every city.—
Birmingham (Ala.)- News

The United States has conceded to the Soviet
Union and its Mars 4 probe temporary leadership in
the exploration of Mars but not in space research
itself.
Astronauts Alan L. Bean, Owen K. Garriott and
Jack R. Lousma are now making a 59 day voyage
aboard the orbiting laboratory that was recently the
home for 28 days of their Skylab 1 predecessors.
Three Skylab jaunts in all are aimed at determining man's capacity to live and work productively
in a weightless atmosphere.
The series of manned moonshots in which U.S.
airmen and scientists have demonstrated the human
ability to survive and perform in space were but a
prelude to the current effort to reap practical
benefits from what has heretofore been a dramatic,
but costly adventure.
- The tentative moves of the United States and
Russia toward exchanges in fields of mutual interest
. suggest that the historic competitive aspects of U.S.Soviet relations may be fading and that the Skylab
I missions and Mars ventures both may contribute
k equally to the understanding of the universe by all
mankind. — Springfield (Ill.) Illinois State Register.

(Based

on copyrighted outlines produced by the
Committee on the UnifOrm Series and used by per
mission )

wilhngly stood in the place of
Ministers of Reconciliation ,faithful, and zealous Christians.
the guilty. God the Father was
to
must
person
in
They
go
Due to man's sin, a fearful
the substitutionary
breach exists between him and deliver the gospel of Christ, and pleased with
of Christ, therefore,
God. Man's estrangement from employ the most earnest and sacrifice
we ought to be.
God constitutes the need for losing entreaties possible. They
The third wonder expressed
Him. must inform the unsaved that
with
reconciliation
in this verse is that of a saved
Reconciliation is that work of salvation, which was purchased
of the sinner
God which is wrought in the at the tremendous cost of the sinner. Instead
bear the penalty of his
sinner whereby he is restored shed blood of Christ is offered having to
on the terrn9 of repentance sin, that weight was made to
to fellowship with God.
or a clean break with rest on Christ, while the
toward
U Corinthians 5:16-21
sin,
full trust of the heart righteousness which Christ
the
One is either without Christ,
The Murray High School Tigers marked up their in Christ, or with Christ. and the unconditional surrender wrought out was placed to the
fourth win of the football season by downing the Without Christ he is in a state of of the will to the Lord. As they account of the guilty, so that the
pardoned and treated
nature. In Christ he is in a state faithfully deliver His message guilty are
Mayfield Cardinals 27 to 6.
to those who do not know Christ, as righteous. Man cannot
is
he
Christ
With
grace.
of
Josiah Darnall, Maurice Christopher, William
the full
from the state of they have the blessed assurance fathom of explain
Boyd, and Arlie Scott of the Murray Kiwanis Club transferred
"that
statement,
the
of
meaning
Who
Him
of
presence
the
of
nature to that of grace, and is
will attend the Kentucky-Tennessee District con- made into a different kind of said: "Lo, I am with you we might be made the
always, even unto the end of the righteousness of God in him."
vention,of Kiwanis International at iPaducah. Dr. person. He is a new per
The purpose of His death on the
new creature." He has a new age."
Harry Sparks will be the featured speaker.
cross was that sinners might be
things
are
perspective-"old
forth
sets
twenty-one
Verse
elected
Joel. Thurman, CPA of Murray, has been
brought into right relationship
a member of the American Institute of Certified passed away; behold all things three tremendous wonders. with God.
are become new." He also has a One of these great wonders is
Public Accountants.
U Corinthians 1:1-2
new pursuit-he has broken away that of the sinless Saviour.
Paul had a right to plead for
Mr. and Mrs. William Clay Elkins of Murray from his former evil, manner of Among
all of the billions who
announce the engagement of their daughter, Martha life and refuses to indulge in his have lived on this earth, there the acceptance of the grace of
God because he had accepted it
Diane, to Willis Manford Gooch III, son of Mr. and previous sinful habits.
has only been One Who was
and it had done so much for him
saved
the
child
God's
As
sinless in His nature and in His
Mrs. Willis Manford Gooch. Jr., of Jackson, Miss.
and through him. God has been
person has a new faith, a new conduct, and that was Christ
gracious in saving us and
so
Joy, a new affection, a new Jesus. Although
He was
making us His partners, and in
allegiance, a new hope, and a surrounded with sinners and
permitting us to work with Him.
new song. He sees, thinks,feels, sin, while He was here on earth,
power can be seen in and
God's
and acts differently from what as with a dense atmosphere, He
through us as workers together
he did before he became a was never tainted with it in the
and with one another.
and began living for least. Not a single one of His with Him
Wilson Gnatt, president-Of the Almo School PTA, Christian
r
it a high privilege
Paul
counted
Christ. He blessed hope of most
and bitter enemies
to let God's grace and power be
presided at the meeting held at the school. William Christlikeness eventually and was critical
ever able to point out a
mainifested in and through him.
B. Miller is school principal.
dwelling with Him eternally single flaw in His life.
Let us not receive God's grace
his
at
makes him exceedingly happy
Walter Trevathan, age 75, died yesterday
A second great wonder in this in vain or to no purpose.
proves
He
appreciative.
and
Street.
horn on Sycamore
verse is that of a substitutionary
Inasmuch as the present may
W. J. Pitman has resumed his duties as teach of that he is a Christian by what he sacrifice. "For he hath made be the only time that we shall
is, what he believes, what he him
College, says,
to be sin for us, who knew ever have to witness and work
Washington
Mary
at
zoology
and what he does.
no sin; that we might be made for our Lord, let us perform our
Fredericksburg, Va.
According to verse eighteen the
of God in duties faithfully while we have
I:. Troy Glidewell presented the program at the God is the One Who has him."righteousness
God Himself, in the the opportunity. Because
I meeting of the Home Department of the Murray reconciled us to Himself Person of Christ, voluntarily salvation is needed so much by
through the substitutionary
S: Woman's Club.
took sin upon Himself. Even those who are not Christians,
death of His Son on the cross.
though He had never indulged in and has been so graciously
God rightfully expects all of
sin in thought, word, or deed, provided by the Saviour, and is
those who have been reconciled
the judgment for sin, which frequently rejected by those
to Him through the death of
have fallen on us, fell on
should
Cbsist &tA1--,110n4ectuAO"'.. film.Vitettel4tiklterltifftY
request ;lir
'
In Christ through the ministry of
ayto - God without
econercid
l
Ask ye'of the Cord in the time or the litter rain.— the Holy Spirit to be ministers sin, but was treated as if He frurth
were guilty because He
10:1.
Zechariah
of reconciliation. Both the
We may live in a scientific age buTV'e still have an Ihnity and believers in Christ
• appreciation of God's control over natinsz, for this is are to be active in the.finistry
of reconciliation. Into the hands
; our Father's world.
of His children He ties committed the gospel or "the word
of reconciliation." It is wonderful that He has entrusted us
with the glorious message of
reconcjliallon.
lloy Carl Etibkt Jr.
The office of ambassador for
Men are expected -to have ,reasons for their ac- Christ is one of distinguished
tions; although not necessarily good reasons. honor and of great trust. The
Wiatngib on the other hand, need have no reasons for will of God is that the amwhat they ,00._tifid the, reason is that—iv-omen
_ _ are. bassadorS of Ctirlst shall deliver
and a message which they have
done
is
done
is
what
that
know
,practical. The
resalved ixoAn .t_be Lout...testis
that ei4anations, thiretore'TNIWV/perfluou's and a- Christ. This important work
AuisanceL---and generally unbelievable.
requires dedication, tact, and
- --- diligence. Effective am-Whatever a woman'swyw
/
bassadors • must be devoted,
—French Proverb

Under these circumstances the
court could find nothing negligent in Harold's conduct, and
dismissed the charge.
Traffic codes generally do give
special privileges to ambulances.
However, these privileges are not
absolute. In case of a collision
between an ambulance and a private car, the court will weigh the
entire situation on its merits.
Furthermore, ambulances have
privileges only when there is (or
at least appears to be) a true
emergency.
Thus, in another case, an ambulance that was merely returning to its home office was held
not entitled to go through a stop
sign.
And an ambulance transporting a patient to the ho—tital, with
no apparent need for naste, was
held not entitled to disregard a
red light.
Still, in most situations, the
ambulance's right-of-way will be
upheld. One indignant citizen decided this preference was a form
of unfair discrimination against
the motoring public. But when he
challenged it in court, the judge
held that he had no kick coming.
"The grant of special privileges
to an emergency vehicle," said
the judge, "is a proper exercise
of the police power of the state.
When human life may be at
stake, prompt performance of the
dutici imposed upon drivers of
emergency vehicles is imperative"

WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
time of vice presidential troubles may be the prelude to
change in the way political parties nominate candidates for
the No. 2 spot on their national
tickets.
First came the trauma of the
Democrats over the replacement of Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton as their nominee for vice
president in 1972.
Now the Republican administration is beset with problems
raised by the investigation of
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
in connection with alleged political graft in Maryland.
Agnew has denied any
wrongdoing.
Whatever the outcome of the
federal inquiry, it is likely to be
difficult for a future presidential nominee to name his running mate in the traditional
way and gain immediate, virtually automatic ratification of
his choice.
Reform panels in both parties
have been assigned to examine
the vice presidential nominating process and consider
possible changes.
Eagleton resigned from the
Democratic ticket after disclosing that he had been hospi-

Ads In
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First Boot
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Spring Cr*
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Nerthso*
Morning Worship
Evenino Worship
Sint Nog Siw

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Hazel lap
Morning Worship
Evening worship
Poplar $pr
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Grace lee
Morning worsh.p
Evening Worship
Bleed Rh
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
K Irksey Is
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Memorial B
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Fleet SW
Morning worship
Evening Worship
Cherry Cm
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Salem Sag
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Off 732 Hwy. Ph. 436-5811
WE ARE OPEN ONLY

FRIDAY THROUGH SUNDAY

Morning worship
Evening worship
Owens Clik
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Mount Horeb Free
Sunday School
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5:00 a.m. til 9:00 p.m.
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THE CLEANEF

Corvet

A public 'emit-it feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky State Bar Assn.

"BOW1

Written by Will Bernard.

ISIS Main Strom

Continental Mark IV

Judge Your Car
By Our Carl
WE INVITE YOU Tb GUEST DRIVE
THE CAR THAT HAS BECOME A LEGEND
IN ITS OWN TiME!

Dunn
SAL
Ad

Uncle Jeffs She

Arnerk
Motors
Cain &1
Ambassador

To
Five Points

Now Showing!
4

John D. C

Hwy.WS-

Grecic
TOM

Steaks - Chop
Specials: mon.,
Wed., Ground Sir
No. 12th Ext

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Look For
Capri - Cheri
Murray Drive-In

talized for mental exhaustion
and depression. Sen. George
McGovern learned of that only
after Eagleton's nomination as
his running mate.
Eagleton was a last-minute
choice whose background got
only a cursory check before he
was selected.
With the panels assigned to
look into'changes in the vice
presidential nominating process, the problem is one of opening up the selection system
while avoiding the possibilit)
that a party might wind up
with incompatible running
mates.
One possibility would be to
have presidential and vice presidential candidates run as a
team in the primary elections
Another might be to encourage
compaigning by vice presidential hopefuls in those primaries.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of
Minnesota, who heads the
Democratic commission on the
subject, has mentioned those
possibilities.
Another option would be to
have the presidential nominee
give the convention a list of
vice presidential prospects acceptable to him, and let the
delegates choose among them.

West Fee
Morning'
Worship
Evening Worship

.

.

14.e/win

xsvi
Automatic temperature control, power ventilation
system, power windows with lock feature, tinted
caaSs.- AM-FAA inuttiplex stereo- fedi.* WithrOOIVer
antenna, anti theft spare tire lock, simulated cash
mere walnut matina wood applique with baby burl
walnut inserts on insturment panels and switch
Panels. twin comfort lounge seats with 6 way--6
way power and cloth with vinyl upholstery, deep cut
pile carpeting May other interior features not
listed
Exterior Features:
Select shift automatic fransmisSion, sure track
brake system 230 15 WSW steel belted radial play
tires Power steering. luxury wheel covers, concealed
dual headlamps custom pinstripe, vinyl roof.
Opera
windows Other features not mentioned

Otsco ver the !Iwoy value now ...,__resale rattle later

•1‘46.101%

CO
•
Insurance

Hwy 641 5, rate

Wc
LUB

SUPI

NOW SHOWING AT...

Lubie &
1100 Chestn

Phone 753-4961
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AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist
Scotts Greve
Worship Service
11 00 4.m
Evening worship.
7.30p.m

Wes,Park
Morning Worship
111.m
Worship
6 30 P.m

.sectmn...0111011.0"sia
little thing

Lame Oak PrlasIthre
2:011 P.M.
kat. Sunday
10:30 AM.
Ird Sunday

Evening

First Baptist
Morning Worship
1045 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m

Pains Baptist
11 A.M.
Vorniing Worship
6:30 PIA.
Evening Worship
Locust Grove
11:004I.M.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Chestnut Street General
1000 a fn.
Sunday Scheel
11.00a m
Morning Worship

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Narthside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Poplar Springs
11 a m
Morning Worship
• 30p m
Evening Worship

West M
10 We m.
Morning Worship
6p m.
Evening ~ship
Union Grave
10 SO •.m
Morning Worship
• 30 p.m Evening Worship
Seventh•Papier
10 loam
Worship Service
•p m
Evening Service
New Cencera
10 SO a m
Morning Service
7 p en
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
118.m
Morning Worship
ap m
E vening Worship

Aim. Ifialahts
11 •.m.
Morning worship
Evening worship
7:30Pm•
Irma
Ave.
III
United.
Kla.m
Sunday Scheel
7 p.m
Evening Worship
United. New CONOM11
10/1.m.
Sunday School
a.m., 7 p.rn.
stIorship Service%
Cahrory Temple
111•".
Sunday School
11•en.. 7:30
Warship Services
pm
First Assinnely 010.4

MOO/ River
Morning Worship
lie m.
Evening Worship
• 30p m

Baptist
10 50a.m.
7:00 p.m

Church School
Wershio Service

New Mt. Cannel Missionery
11004.m.
Morning Worship
700 p.m
Evening Worship
Flint Baptist
it..m
Morning Worship
730pm.
Evening Worship

K Wksey Unetedi oe m
Morning Worship
/OOP M
Evening WOcShiP
Sunday Celdivater United
.00:m
rh, liss;
l mit00
Service
ayip schoo
dsh
W:
S
2nd Sunday:

lam
7p m

OW/Awn Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1518.
bra Sundays, 7 p.m. Ind a. 4th
Lysol Orserit
Worship Service at 9:45 a m 1st
11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays,
& 3rd
Sunday
oo
Cole's Camp Grolid
Worship Service
00am
United
e
crd
er tlia
O pittser•v
worsh
10
15t & 2nd Sundays, 11 00 a en
3rd & 4th Sunday. 6 30 p no
1st I. 3rd & illth Sunday

Sugar Creek
11 a.m.
Morning worship
7:15 p.m.
E vening worship
Owens CRapel
11:00AM
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
S:30 PM

Christian
First Owisttan
10 30 a.en ,
Worship Services
m.

Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
9 30a m
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 p.m.

Vernon's Boot & Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair
low Open In Our New Location On Arcadia, Across from
he Central Shopping Center
753-911115
Boots and Shoes For Any Activtferladfasio

B000p's,Incorponotipd
THE CLEANER 'THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

St. Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Mass I• no 11 • no . 1 30
pm
6 311 p vet
Saturday Mass
Christie. Science
II. en
Worship Service
Jenovali's Witnesses
10 30a m
Watchtower
• 30• m
Bible Lecture

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery
_04.m MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

Prayer Changes Us,
Not God

I.bal. CANA
*Owl b tin

St John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 30 a.m
9 30•.m
Morning Worship

4 ••••••• •r•.444
•• No •1•41•4.44
to ••••• 1.•• ••••
41. O.OM.•••••=1.

it

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way"
100 So. 13th St.
7S3-3914

••• ••••.••••• •••••• •••••••
••
Ow lit __v •••••

753-7992

Five Points

CLOPTON

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Kenlake Marina

@ONO/car-4

J.W. WILHAM-MGR
*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Ky Lake State Park

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance
SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral 4 Whirlpool
Ph 753 3037

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

MASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

"BIBLES &
RELIGIOUS
BOOKS

-Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd
753.7117

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.

VI Arnerk
.
Motorsan
Cain & Treas- Motor Sales
Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeer:0
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-4448
Five Points

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St.,
Ph. 642-4624, Paris

Ph. 753-3571, Murray

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
A
COVERING
Benjamin
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 611 at Aurora
Phone 474-7702

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
SALES

1210 Main

Moorepain„,

Industrial Road

753-3000

1413011VO Blvd

Phone 753 I3(9

Wallace's
Book Store
Serving Murray State University
753-7334

Colonial House
Smorgasbord meats

A Choke Selection of Relishes- Salads
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700
Hwy. 641 North

Phone 753-4132

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

Kentucky Pic! ekiektn
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 17th Call in Orders 753-7101

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
Sewer
Repairs A Installation-Gas

SERVICE

50114. 4th

COMPLIMENTS

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

SOO Main
753-3231

So. 12th & Story
753-6655

Chestnut St
753-1215

Grecian Steak House
YOUR HOST
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Steaks Chops - Seallooel Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak • Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- ThUrs.. Chicken • Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext $41- Call In Orders to 753.4419

MEMBER F.T.D.

Ph 753 9636

Murray, KY

Shirley Garden Center
50 Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Housts
Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
Residential (7mmercial Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property -Buying Sefimg. Leasing
Pnone 753 7724
511 W Main

• Take Time For*
God
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
E W Outland, Supt
Holmes Ellis Mgr
Phone 753-11220

Paschall Truck Lines
'53 )717

RI 4,
Murray Ky

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.- PH. 743-5314
Hogs bought daily
DODSON, OWNER

WM E

Benton Ky

753-3734

Member FDIC

Hwy 94 1 Mi E Murray Ph. 753-6685

753-3164

110$ Coldwater Rd

Phone 753.616$

THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

PARK RENTAL

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tires

COMPLIMENTS

Claude Vaughn

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-11111

Chestnut

AIR CONDITIONING

Taylor Motors, Inc.

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Ser v ic e. Parts
Complete Boating Supplies
94 E At Murray Bait co.

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
1102

Ewing Tire Service

DIV

753-1751

200 S. 7th

Randy Thornton Servic• Co.
, Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING - SHEET METAL

Ph 753-520/

Mayfield Hwy 121

With Over TS Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-TV
753 2900
Mayfield Hwy

kth at Chestnut
Phone 753-2202

1415 Main Street

Mobil* Horn* Courts

753-2411

JAS

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission ServiceFront End Alignment-Comolete Tune-up & Repair Service.

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

Shady-Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Sholar's Auto Repair

Corvette Lanes, Inc:

Way men Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10:43 A.M

Seventh Day Aaveatist
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 0.1,1
Worship Service

Tucker TV Sales & Service
Your 7fit.qm Dealer

Palace Cafe

Mt. Carmel
Worship 'Service 10:00 • m. 2nd
Sunday. 1,1 :00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday Sava)! 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd
S. 4th Sunday. 11:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday

enntanvel Letter an
• IS. no
Sunday School
10 30• m
Morning Worship

Ph. 753-7494

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

hity
Worship Ser
ce
. Ili
10:00 a.m. 1st
"
ibr
Sunday-11 00a m. 3rd. Sunday
StuhndayS:nool
4
suncia
11:00 am. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m 2nd , 3rd &

Wayman Chapel A.M.I.
Worship Services 11• no 717 m

11.
.14 44,4.4. 4 oft.
444 14. 4444 Ito
,•• moo 1.4 4•••
.• 144 14

10• m

Russells Chapel United
10 a no
School
11 a rr
y Wosh p
Ing
nc r s
Sun
suMO
:

Other
Denominations

D

; 4th
3r

worsh,p First MettleilliSt
4$ I. 10 SO• m

Coldwater
10:93a.m.
Morning Worship
6,p.m
Evening Worship

uring the holocaust of World War II, thousands were placed in
concentration camps. So horrible were these human disposal depots
that today's man could never begin to imagine what they were like.
In an effort to shield their children from the grim reality
about them, parents would encourage their soung to write or draw
. incidents of pleasure in past life.
about past happiness
Rut somehow, the children tensed their fate and automatically
it was reflected in their creations. For example. one small child
remembered the last butterfly he had seen, and lamented that he might
never see another. What a small memory, but so very vital.
Today's generation isn't staring death in the face. We are
too busy making memories to take time to recall them
But we would do well to pesos ihr a moment and reflect upon
the hale thing. . . . the things we is easily take for granted.
We should Give Thanks from our church pew and wherever we are,
for we are truly blessed.

a

Momma WorshIP
Sunda

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

10 00
11 00

II::
:

SchoolTemple94 ill U19191981 1,•

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Liberty Cremberland
la a m.
SuirMa y School
11 •.m.
Worship Service
North PlesaM Greve
111 a.m.
Sundisy School
114.m.
Worship Service
Gee Grove
104.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a M..7p.m.
,
Masud Pima*
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship
ion
Wst Prmarrter
•.rn.
30
t
Scheel
Church
10 43 om
Worship Service

Iii.m
7p.m.

TOM ANDREWS

Independence United
Sunday School
10m.
Worship
lam

Presbyterian

Salem Baptist
11•rn
Morning Worship
7. 15pm
Evening Worship

-

Bethel United
11 00. in
1st Sunday
7 00p no
/nd & ith Sundays
9 30a ni
3rd Sunday

Green Plain
Morning Worship
)0 45• m
Evening Worship
7p m

Pentecostal

Grace Baptist
Morning worship
10 45a m
79 m
Evening Worship

Brooks Chapel United
7 $0p m
1st Sunday
930. no
2nd Sunday
11 00. m
3rd 8.4th Sundays

University
M..srning worship
'0 30• m
Evening worship
• 00p.m.

Murray Church
10a m
Sunday School
11• m
Worship Service
* Church
Locust Orel,
It a no
Morning Worship
tp no
Evening Worship

Havel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 ri.rn
Evening Worship
7 30p m

Palestine Uniteo
1st
Worship Service 11 a no
Sunday, 10 a no 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
10 00
Sunday School
11 00
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
10 45a no
Morning Worship
7 00p no
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
30a ni
10
Sunday School
9 30. no
Worship Service

Of Christ
Church
New Providence

Nazarene

Singing %primps
Morning WOrship
11 m.
Evening Worship
7 30p m

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
I,.,, Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

r Li I

U

Emmanuel MissionarY
Morning Worship
11 a.M.
Evening Worship
530p.m

Methodist

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE
Phone 753-3540

East Main Street
753-8944

SOON 4th

Fern Terrace Lodge
Mrs. Mona Pordetto-RN-Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SEOHOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Timei
7$3-7109
1505 Stadium View Drive

Roberts Realty
REALTORS
HOTY ROBERTS RAY ROBERTS
Corner 12th & Sycamore
Nile 7S3 3924
Phone 753-1651

,uiMvi vS
Shop- •
Body Shop
tiw

ItIkfi, -ALTON AND NED JUNE
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Ph. 753-7150
6415 (Hazel Hwy I

"FOR ALL TUUR eltRTTLIZER NEEDS"
Phone 753-1933

Murree, KY.

•ool Office Equipment & Supplio

Wells Electric

SALES

SERVICE & RENTALS

Typewriters
Calculators
115 50. 4th

Adding Machines and
i 753 1763

PIZZA SPAGHETTI
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN
IS Cent Delivery on All Orders

Bel

20c No 4th Street

Air Shopping Center

Phone 753 2997

Pagliai's
7.Alk

God Still Speaks To

Those Who Take Time
To Listen

510 W

FAST FREE HOT DELIVERY
Main

753-2975
Bus. 1S3-S3'7

LUBIE & REBA'S

SUPER BURGER

• -1.1triaril Reba Parrish, owners 110ThitthitStrttt--Phone 753-84

4.

Carroll Tire Sefitce
ouR UN1 ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue

7 Block E 04-4 17th Phone 753-1400

II

Vir14
"
Willgligril FAIMIG
-The auggnegensen's Choice For Fine Printing.

...

Merit
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Garrett-Patterson Vows Read

The Alice Waters Circle ,
Group of the First United
Methodist Church Women met
at .the home of Mrs. I.B.
Mayfield, at Hamlin, on
Tuesday morning, September
11
Mrs. Mayfield, chairman
opened the meeting with
prayer. Minutes of the last
meeting and roll call by the
A.M.
Mrs.
secretary,
Alexander. In the absence of the
treasurer, Mrs. Otis Brooks,
Mrs. Bryan Tolley gave the
treasurer's report.
A note of thanks was read
from Mrs. W.E. Moffett for the
flower and cards sent to her
while in the hospital and thanks
from Mrs. Sam Dodson for the
gift from the United Methodist
Women of the church. Mrs. G.C.
Ashcraft reported on a letter of
Mrs. E.J.
thanks from
Haverstock for the coffee given
for her before leaving Murray.
Mrs. Max Brandon announced a potluck supper for
Sunday evening, September 23,
with the young people of the
church in charge of the serving
and the program, _ she also
United
the
announced
Methodist Women District
meeting at Dresden, Tenn., on
September 16.
A letter was read from the
Society president, Mrs. Otis
Erwin, announcing the annual
conference September 29, at
Lambuth College, Jackson,
Tenn., the general meeting
October 2, at 7:30 p.m., and the
on
meeting
executive
October 2. at 10 a.m. at Mrs.
James Fishers, 300 N. 10th
street.
Mrs. A.M. Thomas was in
charge of the program and her
"Public
was
subject
Bible
with
Education,"
readings from Ecclesiastes 8:1
and Proverbs 3:13-18.
Mrs. Mayfield, served
delicious refreshments to 14
members and three visitors,
Mrs. James Fisher, Mrs.
Robbie Uddberg and Mrs.
Donna Tolley. ,

Your Individual
Horoscope
e7)e
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 22, 1913

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
There may be fewer gains
now but, conversely, also fewer
pitfalls: Be on the lookout for
both, however. A good day for
meetings, agreements involving future projects.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
If you have a tight schedule, a
deadline to meet, it will be
especially important to keep
calm. And DO appraise
situations carefully before
acting. Business matters need
extra vigilance.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 116115rfr
Avoid activities, ideas or
people who are not worthwhile.
Temptation sometimes comes
Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Patterson
in odd garb, so use a careful but
not entirely-suspicious yardThe wedding vows for Miss Nancy Garrett, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lon H. Garrett of Henderson,and Harry G. Patterson, son of stick.
Mr. and Mrs. Randal B. Patterson of Hazel, were exchanged on CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Saturday, September 1.
You can choose activities
Rev. Charles Moffett officiated at the ceremony held at two
areas now, but
o'clock in the afternoon at the First Presbyterian Church, from several
stay within reasonable bounMurray. Nuptial music was presented by Miss Nancy Luther of
daries. Stellar influences, fairly
Mayfield.
auspicious, stimulate your
The bride, given in marrriage by her father, was attended by
creative leanings.
Mrs. Torn Garner, matron of honor, and Mrs. L.W. Patterson, LEO
bridesmaid, both of Atlanta, Ga.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
L.W. Patterson of Atlanta, Ga., served his brother as best man,
You should do especially well
and Randy Patterson of Jackson, Miss.,. also brother of the
now in projects which require
groom, was groomsman. Dwain Bell of Murray and Dennis
careful organization, clever
Williamson of Clarksville, Tenn., served as ushers.
management. Don't let opA reception was held at the church. Assisting were Miss Cecilia
position dissuade you.
Cunningham and Miss Lynda'Woodrow. Miss Nancy Hodge kept
VIRGO
the bride's book.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson are now residing at their home in
If careful to guard against
Memphis, Tenn. She received her Bachelor of Science degree in
Impulsive acts and words, the
day should be generally smooth.
secretarial science from Murray State University. Mr. Patterson
Gains indicated from past efreceived his Bachelor of Science degree in business adforts.
ministration from MSU and is now employed at Memphis.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Think "big" and aim for top
achievement. This is no day for
pessimism. Concentrate on
essentials, and don't overlook
Mental
the
meet
at
will
patients
Saturday, September 22
even the smallest of opBig M Booster Club will have Health Center at seven p.m
portunities.
a juke box dance at the Murray
The Creative Arts Depart- SCORPIO
Country Club after the Murrayto Nov. 72)
Tennessee Tech football game. ment of the Murray Woman's (Oct. 24
from unexpected
Opposition
All booster club members' Club will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
sources should not disrupt
house with Mesdames
wives
the
club
are
asked
to
call
Shirley
A delightful courtesy exBryan, Cleburne Adams, routine or plans previously
tended to Miss Irene Futrell, Boone or Beverly Garland H.J.
made. Accept all challenges
Buford Hurt, Raymond Carter,
bride-elect of Randy Neil concerning a dish that members
with your innate sturdiness and
Ed Chrisman as
are
and
H.
urged
to
bring
for
the
party.
Tucker, was the household
affability.
hostesses.
SAGITTARIUS
shower held by Mrs. Sylvia
Alpha Department of Murray
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 2H
Harris and Mrs. Frances Woman's Club will have its noon
The Theta Department of the
Be careful not to provoke
Tucker on Tuesday, September luncheon at the club house with
Murray Woman's Club will others in business or social
11, at the community room of Prof. Robert Baar as speaker
club
at
the
have a salad supper
gatherings. You may detect
the Murray Federal Savings and Hostesses will be Mesdames
house at 6:30 p.m. with flaws in the reasoning of some,
Loan Association.
Raymond Dixon, O.C. Wells, Mesdames Durwood Beatty, but speak sparingly—and only
For the ever the honoree Rue Overby, and
M.P. James
Homer where it will HELP.
Martin,
chose to wear a pink floral dress Christopher.
Miller, and Arlie Scott as CAPRICORN
and was presented a corsage of
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ld
hostesses.
blue and white carnations with
Sunday, September 23
Stand pat on decisions which
wedding rings. Her mother,
Calloway County Singing
have been carefully made.
The
Luther
Robertson
School
Mrs. Plomer Futrell, and her Convention will be held at
Resist temptations to "forget"
mother-in-law to be, Mrs. John Brooks
Chapel
United PTA will meet at seven p.m. at promises, make spur-of-theTucker, wore corsages of white -Methodist Church at 1:30 p.m. the school.
moment changes. Some good
carnations:
news in the offing. .
Tuesday, September 25
Miss Futrell opened her many
Monday, September 24
The Murray Quota Club will AQUARIUS
County
lovely gifts for the guests to
Calloway
The
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12 (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
view.
Your active mind needs exDemocratic Women's Club will noon for the program for the
Refreshments of cake, punch, meet at the court room of the
pression now. Direct it with
month.
forethought,
nuts, and mints were served Calloway Court House at eight
discernment.
Review investments, future
from the table overlaid with a p.m. All members are urged to
meet
Murray TOPS Club will
plans. Changes may be
white cloth and centered with a attend and bring guests.
at the Health Center at seven required.
lovely floral centerpiece.
p.m.
PISCES
Recovery Inc., for nervous
Sixty persons were present or
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
persons or former mental
sent gifts.
Aspects fairly generous. Past
good work should bring rewards
now. In making plans, have
alternatives ready.
YOU BORN TODAY are
PHONE 753-1272
endowed with a wealth of
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
personality, are artistically
Williet It-Or It Can't Be Had
WO
inclined and will work hard to
achieve your goals. At times,
however, you can be very set in
your ways, thus frustrating
loved ones and business
associates. You are extremely
versatile and could succeed in
many fields; would make an
outstanding scientist, an able
statesman or diplomat. In the
theater, you could shine as
actor or director, and you Could
also excel as an educator or
Mhzeta* 'Cifirmite- your tAleartt
for music, painting or sculpture—if only as an avocation.

.124-4z

Irene Futrell Is
Honored At Shower
At Community Room

Spann Home Scene
Of Chapter Meet

-t•

WE,FUNERAL SKR VICE
Theluneral ssrvices satisfy a need to be remembered. This need
and impersonal memorial services. The funeral service is a cannot be met with cold
tribut to the end of one
existence and the beginning of another. Our careful, personal attention
combines with the highest professional standards and modern facilities to every detail
insure complete

satisfaction to elf those we serve

- The j.I-1. Churchill
. FuneralRome-_
.
.--.41eirikinetitopieStioaks
stir ,Keittrky4J
4

iftnneth Churchill
jjggLrily Leuteltsabiblapis.„_

alService-With•Reverence, Sincerity, Dign• 4y and Economy"
"Auttweriled IQ Service Kentucky Funeral Director*. Burial Asst.. Poticies

Mire—Omicron Alpha Chapter
of the Tau Phi Lambda sorority
held its last regular meeting at
the home of Mrs. Helen Spann
with Mrs. Martha Andrus as
cohostess.
Plans for corning events were
disciuised and .cammi4ees
apeoletiML-Various reports
were given. Mrs. Carolyn Parks
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Mrs. Rob Dick Is
Honored At Shower
At Community Room
A bridal shower was given in
honor of Mrs. Rob Dick, nee
Carolyn Thompson, on Friday,
August 31, a the Communit
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan.
The hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Glenn Hale, Mrs
Charles Roach, Mrs. Dewey
Dick, and Mrs. Veopal Dick.
The room was attractively
decorated using green and
white. Tike honoree wore
burgundy and white long dress
and was presented a corsage if
white daisies. Mrs. Veopal
Dick, her mother-in-law, had a
corsage of white carnations.
MRS. LOIS SPARKS was the honored guest at a fall potluck held by the Women's Society of
Gifts were opened and ‘dev'eri
Murray State University. Miss Ruble Smith, first society pr. sident, presented gifts to Mrs. Sparks
from a table decorated with a
on behalf of the group.
white cloth and bridal couple
decorations. White daisies were
entwined with the white candles
on each side.
Refreshments were served
from the beautifully appointed
table covered with a green cloth
and net caught at the corners
Approximately 200 interested with ribbons and tiny white
School
High
County
Calloway
Murray Chapter, National
members and newcomers of the wedding bells. The centerpiece
University was of daisy mums and large
Secretaries Associlition (In- were canvassing the city for the Murray State
ternationall, met September 17 annual Arthritis Drive sp.:in Women's Society recently at- yellow mums with baby's
at the Community Room of the sored by the Murray Chapter. tended a fall potluck in the SUB breath.
New business included the ballroom.
Murray Federal Savings and
Party cakes decorated with
Loan Association, with 25 decision to offer a $100
After a short business yellow and green roses on white
High
Murray
to
one
members and two visitors scholarship
meeting conducted by Mrs. icing, green punch, party nuts,
student and one Calloway Bonnie Jones, president of the and mints were served.
present.
Helen Spann, program County High student planning to organization, the honored guest
Sixty persons were present or
chairman, was in charge of the attend Murray State Univer- of the evening, Mrs. Lois sent gifts.
program entitled "You Asked sity. The scholarship, to be Sparks, was presented red roses
For It," which dealt with awarded on scholastic standing, donated by Juanita's Flowers,
problems that secretaries face is in secretarial science and will Inc.
In their day to day routine. A be paid on a semester basis at
Miss Rubie Smith, first
panel discussion followed, and $50 per semester.
president of the Women's
A CPS presentation dinner Society, handed each rose to
suggestions were given on ways
will be held in Paducah for Mrs. Sparks, while making an
to solve the problems.
Velva Blayney on Friday, acrostic of her attributes which
Anna Ruth Harris, president, Sept. 21, and another will be spelled her name, beginning
reported that she, Linda Farley held in Bowling Green for Betty with Love and ending with
and Anita Thomas had attended Liles Oct. 6. A seminar will be Sincerity.
FAMILY SUPPER
the installation ceremonies for held Sept. 29 at Ft. Mitchell. All
Miss Smith also presented
Potatoes
Murray Chapter members are Mrs. Sparks with a bronze Baked Fish Fillets
the Cadiz Chapter.
Broccoli
Relishes
Faye Wells reported that the invited to attend.
engraved pedestal bowl, in
Gingerbread with Applesauce
theme of the division meeting to
Bettye Baker was named appreciation from the MSU
BAKED FISH FILLETS
be held in Murray May 17-18-19, recording secretary to replace Women's Society.
2 pounds fish fillets •
1974, is "Clear Channels of Marye Allice Trotter wbo
The delightful evening closed 1/2 pup milk
Communication
and resigned due to ill health.
with everyone enjoying coffee 1 teaspoon salt
Education."
42 Mrs. Harris reminded the and dessert with Mrs. Sparks. Buttered fine fresh brea.d
crumbs
Mrs. Ann Flood was chairFour members of the Murray 'members of the Kentucky
Wipe fish.with a damp cloth
Chapter are serving or com- Division Fall Workshop and man of the special committee
mittees for the annual division Board of Directors Meeting to which arranged the honor for cut in serying-size pieces. dry
meeting. They are: Neva Grey held in Madisonville this Mrs. Sparks, assisted by Mrs. with paper toweling. Dissolve
salt in milk. Dip fish in milk.
Allbritten and Faye Wells, weekend, and announced that Frances Matarazzo, Mrs. Lucy
then in crumbs. Place on shalwill
meeting
monthly
Lilly
next
and
Mrs.
Alice Koenecke.
chapter coordinators; Linda the
low baking pan. Bake in a preThe next activity of the , heated 400-degree oven ur
Farley, chairman, secretary of be Oct. 15 at the University
the year (SOT?); faye Wells, Branch of the Bank of Murray. organization will be a Couples tender — 12 to 25 minutes. dechairman, CPS (Certified Faye Wells, education and CPS Game Night, October 19, at the pending on thickness of hilets
Professional Secretary) Ser- service committee chairman, Carr Health Building.
Makes 4 to 6 servings
vice; and Annie Nance, a will be in chage.
Those members who attended
member of the secretaries week
were: Neva Grey Allbritten,
committee.
Joann
Simmons, civic Mary Allbritten, Becky Armcommittee chairman, reported strong, Bettye Baker, Peggy
that the FHA chapters of Bazzell, Faye Billington,
Murray High School and LaJeanna Chapman, Patsy
Central Shopping Center
Dyer, Linda Farley, Joyce
Haley, Anna Ruth Harris,
- 753-2511
Melva Hatcher, Wanda Hendon,
Betty Meadows, Linda Roach,
Shirley Scarbrough, Frances
Shea, Joann Simmons, Carol
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dunn of Sims, Helen Spann, Virginia
Pompano Beach, Fla., will Strohecker, Anita Thomas,
celebrate their golden`wedding Delma Trotter, Faye Wells, and
anniversary
on
Sunday, Beth Wilson. The two visitors
September 30, at the Mt. Car- were Linda Chadwick and
mel United Methodist Church, Karen Hendrick.
located north of Kirksey just off
Highway 299 in Calloway
Criunty.
All relatives, friends, and
acquaintances of the Dunn
family are invited to attend the
reception at the church from
two to five o'clock in the afternoon. Persons are requested
not to bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn resided in
the Detroit, Mich.,area until his
retirement when they moved to
Florida. Mr. Dunn is the son of
the late John C. Dunn and Sallie
Gingles Dunn of the Kirksey
and Mt. Carmel church area.

Murray Chapter Of Secretaries
Plans Activities at Monday Meet

Women's Society Of
Murray State Has
Potluck Meeting

COOKING
IS FUN

—
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Susan Pierce Belcher
Laurie Tobey
Rosemary Kondratko
Evelyn Tucker (owner

Mr. And Mrs. Dunn
Plan Celebration

FUND RAISING
ROAD BLOCK
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-Sunday, September-237
The Bethel and Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Women met
on Thursday evening, SepSecif411K1meeting with Mrs. Lola Jones,
president, reading II Corinthians 9:10.
Mrs. Auberna Perkins led in
the opening prayer. Mrs. Jones
read a poem, "God's Love
Depends On Us," and also read
a list of projects other United
Methodist Women were doing.

At several points along North and South 12th Street

.
„“Aitiiinds

collected wig go towed Fire-Fig/WIT
and Rescue Efforts

The Calloway County-Fire-and Rescue -Squad—is
:
supported
entirely by donations.
This Ad Paid For As A Public Service by:

. Nos
Scrub'
Snort Wash sod NM
• Automatic °starve

• Power

DeSpenSOrS

$231jE

During the meeting the
twelve persons present reported
six books of the Bible were read
last month. Mrs. Janice Farris
was a new member. Mrs. Mable
Maddox received a list_ of
projects for the women to think
about ii-projetts. Mrs. Dla
the Math("1W
women joined the Methodist
Men for reffetlimifirs" —51
homemade ice cream and cake,

MODEVC
4 PUSHBUTTON

Plus small instant'

MURRA
APPLICt
_ „Jahn Edd Walker, Mgr.

212 E. I
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JUST LIKE THE OLD DAYS!

iDeat-Abby,
Follow up on 'gift

from God' to teach deaf
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A college girl wrote that she felt she had
a "gift from God" to teach deaf people to talk, but she was
"torn" because her parents feared if she pursued that
profession she might end up marrying a deaf person.
May I comment? Our son, who is one of the finest
speech therapists in the country, married a perfectly normal girl, but had he married one with a speech defect, we
would have loved her no less.
When I saw our son take a cripp1d, retarded child on
his lap, and help that boy utter his first audible word, I
cannot explain the feeling that came over me. That boy
looked up into my son's eyes as if to say, "Thank you."
and my son looked down into the eyes of that child as if to
say, "You are going to learn to talk!" [And subsequently
the child did.)
Let me tell you, all the money in the world couldn't buy
the thrill I experienced at that moment.
Thank you, Abby, for telling that girl that if she feels
she has a "gift from God" to teach the deaf, to pursue that
calling. She will never regret it.
PROUD FATHER
DEAR FATHER: Working with the handicapped is one
of the most rewarding of all careers. It takes a special
kind of human being to do it. and I sincerely believe that
those who do are indeed -gifted" by God, and chosen for
the privilege.
DEAR ABBY: I noticed this real pretty girl who just
started to work where I work. She seemed real friendly and
always smiled and said hello when she saw me lIt's a big
office, and we work in different departments I
I asked her if she liked movies and she said yes, so I
asked her when I could take her to a movie of her choice,
then she said she didn't like them all that much, so I let
the matter drop.
A few days later, I asked her if she would like to have
dinner with me at a nice restaurant, and she said she was
on a diet to lose weight so there wouldn't be much point in
that.
I asked her if she liked music, thinking I could take her
to some kind of concert and she said music gave her a
headache.
Abby, I am 27, and she's about 22, so it can't be that
I'm too young•for her. Please tell me how I can get a date
with this girl. I am told I am a nice young man, but I
must be doing something wrong. I'm no run-around, but
I've never had trouble getting dates. before
BATTING ZERO
DEAR BAITING: Wake up and smell the coffee:The
chemistry is wrong. She's not Interested, so turn your at&cations elsewhere—where they'll be welcome and apprecl-

atea.
DEAR ABBY: This may help the young couple who
were "in trouble" and couldn't find a minister who would
marry them because neither belonged to any church:
Every commissioned officer of the Salvation Army is
an ordained Christian minister, authorized to perform marriage ceremonies which will be legal and binding in every
state of the U. S. Because the girl was pregnant, she
couldn't have been married in the Salvation Army's chapel,
but she could have a proper legal wedding.
Please pass this information on, Abby Many may not
know: I am a soldier of the corps
F W.: SOUTH CAROLINA
Problems? You'll feel better If you get It off your chest
For a personal /*ply. write to ABBY: Box No. IMO, L. A.,
Calif. SOM. Elbrieet stanspe4. self-addressed eavelope.
please.
Hate to write letters! Seed si to Abby, Box 1111766, Las
Angeles. Cal. MO, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write
Letters tor All °mashies."

Baptist Women Of
Flint Church Hold
Program Meeting

MISS TERESA SMITH gave
her renditiou of Laugh In's
"Edith Ann' at the annual
Woodmen of the World family
night. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Smith and is a
freshman cheerleader at
Murray High School. Miss
Smith is a member of the
Woodmen Rangerettes. Approximately ISO persons attended the dinner and square
dance sponsored by the
Woodmen Grove, Tau Phi
Lambda sorority, Woodmen
Court, and Camp.

Most Items
Available

OLD FASHIONED
•

AQUA NET

Council For Clean
Teams Holds Meet
The executive council of the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Clean Teens held a
meeting on Friday, September
14, at the home of their sponsor,
Mrs. Morgan Sisk.
Plans were discussed for fund
raising projects for the year.
Officers present were Amanda
Hoke, Sharon Darnell, Karen
Haley, Debra Bonner, Dianne
Harrison, and Pam Robertson.
The membership drive is
being held at Calloway County
High and will close with the first
meeting on September 25

Rev. William Hart
Is Independence
Speaker At Meet
The Men's and Womens
groups of the Independence
United Methodist Church met
jointly on Thursday, September
6, at 7:30 p.m. for the monthly
meeting at the church.
Rev. William Hart gave an
inspiring talk and sang "Follow
Me" with Chyrle Burkeen
playing the piano.
The groups met separately
for their business meetings and
later met together for refreshments in the fellowship room.
Mrs. Myrtle Jones, president,
presided at the women's
meeting. Mrs. Bud Hopkins
read the minutes and names
were given to Mrs. Homer
Fennell for her to send get well
cards. Several projects were
planned and Mrs. Naomi
Schorey led the closing prayer.
Members present were
Mesdames Homer Fennell,
James Phillips, Euel Burkeen,
C.C. Coy, Leon Duncan;Charles
Hopkins, T.P. Jones, Walter
Schroeder, Glen Cunningham,
Richard Schorey, James
Burkeen, Bud Hopkins, Henry
Oglesby, Jr., Joe Rob Haley,
Royal Parker, Gary Cunningham, Kenneth Fennell,
Misses Chryle Burkeen, Karen
Haley, and Linda Fennell. Two
visitors were Mrs. Walter Lamb
and Ray Lynn Fennell.
Present for the men's meeting were Royal Parker, C.C.
Coy, Euel Burkeen, Leon Duncan, Homer Fennell, Charles
Hopkins, Stanford Schroader,
Kenneth
Fennell, Dicky
Burkeen,
Rev.
Richard
Schorey, T.P. Jones, and Ricky
Burkeen. Two visitors were
Walter Lamb and Rev. William
Hart,

The Baptist Women of the
Flint Church met on Wednesday, September 5, at the
church with Mrs. Modell Rickman reading the names on the
prayer calendar for the day.
Mrs. Martha Imes, director,
presided at the business
meeting. New officers elected
were as follows:
Mrs. Janice Chapman,
director; MrA. June Hopkins,
assistant director; Mrs. Lula
Miller, secretary-treasurer;
Mrs. Jo Miller and Mrs. Modell
Rickman, study, program, and
book study; Mrs. Willodean
Colson, call to prayer; Mrs.
Martha Imes, week of prayer;
Mrs. Dot Bailey, Mrs. Roberta
.
Itikt.14442444.4419PA,
Mrs. Marie Dodd,
and
Miss Betty Lynn Chaney,
missions; Mrs. Jesse Barrow,
Hopkins, Mrs. " daughter of S.M. Sgt. and Mrs.
Mrs. Rena
Grace Walston, and Mrs. W.C. Chaney of 1793B McPearl Short, social, Mrs. Judy Donald Circle, Charleston AFB,
Farley, publicity; Mrs. Ruble South Carolina, formerly of
Johnson and Mrs. Shirley Calloway County, was recently
Borders, child care; Mrs. notified that she will be featured
Martha Imes, pianist; Mrs. In the Seventh Annual edition of
Janice Chapman, song leader. Who's Who Among American
Directing the Young Baptist High School Students.
The honored student is a
Women is Mrs. Sue Miller the
Acteens, Mrs. Saundra Rice, junior at Bonds Wilson High
the Girls In Action, Mrs. Wilma School, Northfield, ID. She is
Miller,and the Mission Friends, active in Pep Club and Future
Mrs. Diane Buoy and Mrs. Teachers of Amerita.
Miss Chaney will also .comEriuna Ruth Bucy:
-the group pete for one of ten $1,0001
yal SeVrice --aCheifirifrip- swards- ftrof
...Rresen
program litt"Strticture For the tfit peblishers. She plaits to
Future in Ethiopia." Mrs. attend Murray State University
her
school
high
Roberta Jones led the closing after
graduation in June.
Prayer.

HAIR SPRAY

c
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Model
DS408

Regular
Super
Extra Super
Unscen ted

Dynsonic

CASSETTE RECORDER

Cassette tape recorder with
play back AC/DC operation
AC built-in with line control.
Afflomatic level control.

Our Reg. 57`

r

s:ASTA DRINKS

649- c

MENS

ALL
WEATHER
COAT

12 oz.
MAALOX
LIQUID

1588

A fantastic buy at
Big K during our
Fall Sale!

This sanforized water
repellent coat has a
fly front, 2 slash pockets and split raglan
sleeves. Fully lined
with
zip-out
lining.
Sizes 36 to 46 in tan or
black.

HERSHEY

GIANT
BARS
Reg.
7C each

P RESTON E It
Winter/Summer Concentrate
Get Ready for Winter

31w

A super savings on
Hershey bars Buy now
and save!

833
COLD
POWER
DETERGENT

ASSORTED BOXED CANDY

• Pow."( Scrub.Normal Waal,
Short Wash and Rinse S Hold
• Automatic Ostareant Shirtitia
0I0 Dispensors

$23995

Plus small installation charge

-

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
2t2t Main
753-1586

S.

Sizes S to XL.
Quilt
lined.
Black
vinyl
with zip front.

Choose front a large.
assortment of your

—tevertte-,oandier—at-

_

Men's Jacket

00

a law, low price!

1033

Miss Betty Chaney
Featured In Book

MODEL 04D481 N
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES

Boys
MOTORCYCLE
JACKET

Teens & Womens
rivilOGE Smooth, easy-clegf
uppers with cusOXFORD hioned
innersole.
Sizes to 10 in assorted colors.
Reg.
5.99
Rig. 3.99

9-f igoi-Sat.,
"P
;
-

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTEL

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities --- 753-8777 .
------- Equal Opportunity Employer
Acres of Free Parkiiig
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Three Top Clubs In Eastern
Division All Take Tumbles
By HOWARD SMITH ..
Associated Press Sports Writer
Somebody up there likes the
New York Mets. Or doesn't like
the Pittsburgh Pirates. Or both.
"You've got to believe that
someone is watching over us,"
says Met infielder Wayne Garrett, "and I hope He stays
there."
Garrett and the rest of the
Mets are more convinced than
ever that there's a division
Utle, at the very least, in their
immediate future after Thursday night's remarkable 4-3, 13inning victory' over the Pirates.
The win boosted New York
into second place in the furious
National League East race.
Only three games separate the

first five teams with just over
one week to go.
Nglane
The Meta are one-half
back of the front-running Bum.
The third-place Montreal
Expos,5-4 losers to the Chicago
Cubs, are one game behind.
The St. Louis Cardinals, who
dropped a 6-5 decision to the
Philadelphia Phillies, are in
fourth place, P02 games off the
pace. The Cuba are three back.
San Francisco dumped Cincinnati 74 and Los Angeles
beat Atlanta 5-3 in 12 innings in
other National League games.
Cabs 5, Expos 4
The Expos staggered through
their fourth straight loss. They
outhit Chicago 13-7 but threw
the game away with three er-

rors and three wild pitches.
Rick Monday was the big gun
for Chicago, collecting three
base hits and scoring three
Mlles I, Cardinals 5
Philly second baseman Denny
Doyle continued his hot hitting
with a homer ant sacrifice fly
to drive in four rwis. Bob
Boone and Greg Ltikinski
knocked in the other Phitly
runs with solo homers and Bernie Carbo hit one for St. Louis.
Doyle has raised his batting
average from .238 to .272 over
the last 17 games.
Giants 7, Reds 5
Left-hander Ron Bryant lasted into the seventh inning and
that was long enough to pick up

Miami Picked TiWin
Raiders
Over Oaki
By BEN THOMAS .
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP:— The
Miami Dolphins proved last
weekend that they can stand
the heat. The temperature on
the artificial surface of tbe Orange Bowl was over 100 degrees.
Last season, the Dolphins
showed they could hold up under pressure by going undefeated and winning the Super
Bowl_
The Dolphins, going after a
National Football League
record of 19 consecutive victories, play the Oakland Raiders on Sunday at Berkeley. Calif. in what could be a preview
of the American Conference
championship game in December.
Can the Dolphins stand the
pressure?
That's really not the BIG
question of the weekend.
It's can the Raiders stand the
pressure?
Miami over Oakland — The
answer to the big question is
NO. The Raiders won't hold up
under the pressure. The running of Larry Csonka, the passing of Bob Griese and the kicking of Caro Yepremian will be
the undoing of Daryle LamonIca, George Blanda and crew.
But it will be close, close,
dose.
DOLPHINS 24, RAIDERS 21.
Washington over St. Louis —
Washington's Redskins have
beaten the Cardinals five
straight times. With Billy Kilmer. directing the Redskin attack, this should easily be No.
6.
REDSKINS 34, CARDINALS 14.
Pittsburgh over Cleveland —
Pittsburgh wasn't that impressive in beating Detroit last
week. Cleveland, meantime,
manhandled Baltimore. But
there's a world of difference
between the Lions and the
Colts. The Steelers have been

Fall Fix-up
Special
Pre-Finished Paneling
Four Colors to Choose From
$3i 5 per 4x8 panel

-test and Carry

Armstrong Ceiling Tile
12%24" White

1 P sq
Driveway Sealer
-for-Blacktop Driveways

$535 per 5 gallon
Associated Lumber
_
623 South 4th Street

..litotit_1515212_

Tiger Rosh Bombard
Heath 22-0 In Opener

At Murray Club

Venela Sexton was the
medalist Wednesday in Ladies
Day Golf at the Murray Country
Club.
Irene Chitwood won the first
his 23rd victory against 11 loss- flight while the second flight
By MIKE BRANDON
es. The Giants struck for six was claimed by Frances Miller.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The third flight was taken by
runs in the third inning, three
If a freshman football team
of them scoring on a bases- Rebecca Irvin while Alice can be of any indication as to
Purdom won the low putts.
loaded triple by Chris Speier.
what the future will be like, the
San Francisco reliever Elias
Murray High Tigers are going
Sosa recorded his 17th save and
to be setting well in another
Named
As
Parker
Laura
set a club record with his 68t1)
couple of years.
appearance of the season.
That was indicated last night
Medalist At Oaks Club
Dodgers 5, Braves 3
at Heath as the Murray High
Laura Parker was medalist at frosh ripped the host Pirates 22Dave Lopez drilled a two-run
homer off Rorie Harrison in the the regular ladies day golf held 0 before, a small crowd in the
13th inning to account for the at the Oaks Country Club on "Cowpasture Bowl" at the
McCracken County School.
Dodg,crs' victory. Willie Craw- Wednesday.
Others named by Kathryn
ford belted a pair of homers for
A young football team can be
Los Angeles, and reliever Outland, golf hostess, were expected to make mistakes.
Essie Caldwell, low putts, And the Tiger freshmen were no
Charlie Hough got the win.
Hank Aaron didn't,. hit any Murrelle Walker, most bogeys, exception as they were whistled
home runs but he made up for and Carolyn Caldwell, most for 105 yards in penalities.
it with a pair of doubles and a Putts.
But eliminate the mistakes in
single for the Braves. Aardn' A luncheon was served at another week of practice and
still needs three homers to tie nOctwith Ada Sue Roberts and the Tiger freshmen should be a
mason as chairmen of fine, young ballclub which can
Babe Ruth's all-time record of Mary
the hostesses.
hold its own with most schools.
714.
An eager and hard-hitting
defense held Heath to only 21
yards on the ground in the first
half.
In the final 16 minutes of play,
Heath was thrown for a net
yardage of minus eight.
Adding the three yards that
The latest problem is a proNASHVILLE, Tenn. AP)—
Four major problems—all deal- posed rate hike by American the Pirates had in the air, the
Murray defense gave Heath a
ing with money—are threat- Telephone and Telegraph which
ening to end the Ohio Valley would double the cost of tele- total of 16 yards in the entire
game.
Conference basketball tele- vising an OVC game.
It was a 26 yard run by
Mews said he feared the advision series.
halfback Darrell Foster which
"Last year we knew we were vertisers would not stand for an
started the Tigers' first scoring
going to lose money, but we increase in their fees.
"My interest is in OVC bas- drive 'of the game.
were willing to do it just to get
FoSter's carry-took Murray to
the program off the ground," ketball," he said. "I think it's a
said Marvin Mews, president of good thing and it would be a the Heath 14 where Tim Lane
picked up a yard on the first
MM Productions, which pro- shame to see it fail now."
Last year's OVC basketball down play.
chiced the series last year for
Then on a second and nine
network included eight cities inthe first time.
quarterback Jeff Oakley
play,
league
cluding
Nashville,
the
Kentucky
Western
But the
hit Lindsey Hudspeth with a 13
University instructor indicated headquarters
that his firm is not interested
in losing money during the upcoming season.
Mews said his firm has sold
31
/
2 minutes of advertising per
game. Six minutes a game • is
needed to continue with production, he said.
Mews' advertising sales program is severely limited by his
contract with the OVC. The
contract prohibits advertising
during the game of alcoholic
beverages, tobacco and political candidates.
A third obstacle is Mews' recent decision to forego subsidies from OVC schools which
readily came up with the funds
last year to get the telecasts off
the ground.
"I wanted to make it on my
own," said Mews. "So I was
the one who proposed the end
of the subsidy."

011C Televised Games
Facing Financial Criss'

waiting for this one and it will as the Redskins did, but O.J.
go along way toward getting Simpson is too much for the
Pittsburgh's championship ex- Chargers' aging defense, depress rolling again.
spite what the ocidsmakers say.
STEELERS 28, BROWNS 17.
BILLS 28, CHARGERS 20.
Los Angeles over Atlantif — _ Cincinnati over Houston —
Los Angeles got off to such a Coach Paul Brown has never
bang-up start under new Coach lost a home opener with his
Chuck Knox last week that it's Cincinnati team. Even with infoolhardy to go against the Arils and quarterbacking proboddsmakers. Of course, the lems, the BengaLs will prevail
Falcons weren't so bad last over Dan Pastorini and the OilSunday either iha 9-7
ting of New Orleans behind HENGALS 35, OILERS 28.
Dick Shiner's quarterbaddng.
Kansas City over New EngRAMS IS, FALCONS 24.
land — If Curly Culp and Jim
Minnesota over Chicago — Marsalis return to action, as
The Minnesota Vikings' oft-ma- expected, Kansas City shouldn't
ligned defense came through„
ve the problems they did last
last week. Chicago's defense al- week, even if Len Dawson- is
most did it. But the Fran Tarsidelined. The Patriots
kenton-directed Viking offense could make it close if Jim
shoiild outgun the Bobby Doug- Plunkett starts clicking with his
Bear attack.
passing.
17, BEARS le.
CHIEFS 2'7, PATRIOTS 21.
.....areen Bay over Detroit —
New York Jets over BaltiDid anybody ever ask Green more — The Jets shouldn't
Bay Packer quarterback Scott make the same costly mistakes
Hunter if he took passing les- they made against the Packers
sons from old knuckleball pitch- and Joe Namath will give a leser Hoyt Wilhelm? But Hunter son or two in quarterbacking to
came out a winner against Colts's rookie Bert Jones.
Broadway Joe. This will be an- JETS 35, COLTS 17.
other close one and a tough one
Dallas over New Orleans —
for the Lions to lose.
As an office wag said, the upset
PACKERS 21, LIONS 211.
special could be New Orleans
Denver over San Francisco — showing up for the Monday
This week's upset special on night television game. Dallas is
the theory that John Brodie and seeking victory No. 100. Mark
company from San Francisco No. 100 in the book now
won't have recovered suf- COWBOYS 48, SAINTS 10.
ficiently from that 100-plus
weather at Miami. And the
Broncos from the Mile-High
City will still be two miles high
after winning last Sunday.
BRONCOS 38, 4PERS 28.
New York Giants over Philadelphia — The Giants will say
fgvewell to venerable Yankee
Stadium in a big way. The
Eagles will continue to do what
they usually do best—lose.
GIANTS 42, EAGLES 17.
Buffalo over San Diego —
The Buffalo Bills' defense won't
d'eat Johnny Unitas as roughly

Ladies Day Golf
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yard scoring pass and the
Tigers had a touchdown on the
board with 1:39 left in the
opening period.
Hudspeth's cut around the left
end was successful and with the
two point conversion, Murray
had an 3-0 lead.
Heath did not cross midfield
in the first half while the Tigers
had one drive stopped on the
Heath 30 late in the second
period.
Midway through the third
period, it appeared that the
Tigers had scored again when
Hudsepth found Foster for a 49
yard scoring pass.
But the play was called back
because the Tigers had an
ineligible receiver downfield.
In the final period, the Tiger
offense began to crash through
the small defensive line of
Heath.
Foster broke Mom fer a 35
yard gain which took Murray to
the Heath 38 and then Hudspeth
sprinted down the right side for
19 yards, carrying the Tigers to
the Pirate 19.
After a loss of a yard on the
previous play, the Tigers scored
on a second and 10 when Hudsepth broke to the left and
scooted 20 yards for the TD.
The two point conversion
failed and the Tigers had a 14-0
lead on the board with 2-47 left
in the game.
With less than a minute left in
the game, fullback Tim Lane
bulled his way down the middle
for 23 yards and carried the
Tigers to the Heath 17.
Three plays later, just as the
horn sounded, Lane drove down

the right sideline and into the
endzone for another Tiger
touchdown.
Quarterback Oakley went up
the middle on a keeper for the
two point conversion and the
Tigers had a 22-0 win.
The Tigers had 141 yards on
the ground in the final half and
finished with 220 yards on the
ground.
In the air. Murray was three
of five for 42 yards, giving the
Tigers the lopsided edge in total
offense, 242-16.
Foster carried for 92 yards
while Hudspeth gained 57 and
Lane 41.
The frosh Tigers will be at
Holland Stadium next Thursday
for a 6:30 p.m. game with Jetton
Junior High of Paducah.
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Honored Guest
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) Preston M. Burch, the dean of
American trainers at age 89,
has been selected by the Thoroughbred Club of America as
the honored guest at its 1973
testimonial dinner.
Burch will receive the honor
at Keeneland Race Course here
Oct. 26.
Burch has been in racing as
a trainer, owner and breeder
since dropping out of high
school in 1902. His son, Elliott,
is trainer for Paul Mellon's
,Rokeby Stable.
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HORSE RACING
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. —
Very Lucky, 13, romped to a
44-length victory over Bowling
Rock in the Travel and Resort
Purse at Atlantic City

_specially priced lwrury
lamps from Ethan Allen
th brighten your haine.

Age Catches Up With
Superstar Willie Mays

Hank Aaron. His 3,283 hits are
seventh on the all-time list and
he holds the same spot on the
runs batted in list with 1,903 for
his career.
The glory years were with
the Giants. Mays came to the
Mets in 1972 to play out the
string."We loved you," said M.
Donald Grant, chairman of the
board of the Mets. "We felt
New York's fans loved you and
deserved you for the support
At 20, MayS was a fleet cen- they gave as through the
ter fielder who often outran fly years."
balls and set a standard of
So the Meta sent a bundle off
fielding and hitting that ha
cash and a minor league pitchrarely been matched. At 42, he
er to San Francisco in exhas struggled through his final
change for Mays and Willie,
season, troubled by a series of
played out his final days in
nagging injuries and limping
New York,:where he had first
along with a distinctly unMaysachieved stdrdom with the Gilike .211 batting average.
ants.
"I've had a love affair with
baseball," said Mays. It was an
affair that started on the sandlots of Fairfield, Alabama, developed in baseball's Negro
iai at B
flourished in the majors with
the, Giants in New York and
San Francisco and finally was
allowed to diminish gracefully
for the last two seasons with
Margaret Simmons, women's
the New York Meta.
!rihrok.-cotton,40..•Marrn.7.folate "friontlfirrf
University, announced today,
now," Mays told a packed Shea
that an organizational. meeting
Stadium press conference.
will be held Tuesday at _3:30"Maybe I'll cry tomorrow or
p.m. at the Carr Healthg
'
the next day, but not today.
Building.
I've got too many friends in
All undergraduate women
this room to feel sad."
It is baseball which should be who are interested in track
meeting.
sad. The departure of Mays Should toot'
robs the game of one of its
Mrs. Simmons said that
most colorful figures, a classic experienbe
- ,is not needed.
superstar who could do everyPractice will begin
thing. "No one has the idea
he's a superstar," said Mays. Thursday, trie 27th, at 3 p.m.• at
"When I left Birmingham, I Cutchin Stadium.
knew I could play baseball. J
Assisting' Mrs. Simmons are
.consider myself a complete ../nde,.. Lennon and Carol ,
f*llplayer."
Robertson.
ITMPor
—Neat
April-Murray
State-willbase career .102 bit;
ting average. He is third on the be host to the first annual
afl-time hoine run list with 660, Kentueky State Womeh's Intrailing only Babe Ruth and tercollegiate track meet
NEW YORK ( AP ) — As it
must for all men, age has
caught up at last with Willie
Mays.
In a press conference that
wasn't as emotional as he
thought it would be, Mays announced Thursday that he
would end his active playing
career at the conclusion of this
season. "You just can't play at
42 the way you did at 20," he

Women's Track
eetingisiet
For Tuesday
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There's milting like the look of brass to spark up a room
'or critate a subtle MMul. And these authentic Ethan Allen
antique brass finished masterpieces do just that. Place
them on your favorite living poom tables, in the hallway
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or in the bedroom and see the added richness it offers
arxr
time, so come in now and make youtkchoice!
yuu'll see these'and many vheri displayed throughout our
beautifully decorated Etimii' Allen American Traditional
room settings. And ask for your free 358 page decorating
idea book, the Ethan Allen Treasury. •
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OFF SALE ...

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS ARRANGED
UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

- „Carriage
114 NuriltiltirtiSt.

PadVacah, Ky.

Phone 4134257
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Since then, it has spread
more into ,caraful research of
how best to prusent a program
to arouse the interest and understanding of (he children who
watch it.
"We figure it takes about 60
minutes of work for ever's+ one
minute of broadcast time," Ron
Stewart, a KE1 producer, said.
This includes hundreds of
contacts with; teachers, set
preparation, production of the
program or series, testing it on
groups of children and, if necessary, makins changes indicated by the kests.
While many programs and
series have been produced locally in the five years, Press
emphasized that none are ever
done here if they are available
from another sturce.
"We're not idterested in production, but ottly in the product," he said. Thus, educatonal television
networks froni,,various states
make films, then swap them
among themselves on a lease
basis. In addition, ETV networks have brmed a consortium to shale production of
films.
The Inside 943 series, for example, is a product of the consortium, with Xentucky ETV
handling only le segment, an
in-service progrum for teachers
to preview the aeries.
A problem, ,.; uk,urse, is that
many types Of itrograms aren't
available on tter national level,
"Kentucky history, for one example," Press paid.
In addition,'; new teaching
techniques that are continually
being developed make old ones
outmoded. "Is many cases,
we're putting Out model-t software with ultra modern hardware," Press
Educational television, unlike
its commercial counerpart,
does not seek simply mass
numbers of viOvers, but rather
points its projeits -toward more
select groups.7„
"We had a sOries of Medicare
and Medicaid lind just tried cc!
let those peopkt most interested
in these thingsiknow that it was
available," Priss said.
"In educatienal television, it
isn't how many people are
watching you ahat counts, but
what you can ilo for those who
are watching!' he added.
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NOT QUITE RIGHT
TORONTO AP) — Statistics
Canada's newly released estimate that Canadian adults
drink an average of 2.2 gallons
of beer a month has them
laughing in some Toronto pubs.
"People around here drink
that much in a day," chuckled
Vernon Sawatzky, a beer waiter for 15 years.

-Brother Louie," Stories
"Let's Get It On," Marvin
Gaye
Let Die," Mc"Live an
Cartney and Wings
-Touch Me in the Morning,"
Diana Ross
Gilbert
Down,"
"Get
O'Sullivan
"Delta Dawn," Helen Reddy
"I Believe in You,' Johnnie
Taylor
"Feelin' Stronger Every
Day," Chicago
"Say, Has Anybody Seen My
Sweet Gypsy Rose," Dawn
"Monster Mash,:' Bobby
Boris Pickett

the week be,e0 on
Best•selling tecot
SUP,e!
!he Cosby MagatifICS

Educational
Kentucky
Television's (KET) Channel 21
celebrates its fifth anniversary
September 23.
The Murray transmitter is
one of the original nine facilities
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Friday,September 28
9:00 a.m.—Movie: channel 8
"Flight to Tangiers" Joan
Fontaine, Jack Palance.
Group of people await plane,
with passenger carrying
three million dollar letter of
credit. When plane crashes,
chase is on for pilot and
passenger who bailed out.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5
"Die, Monster, Die" Boris
Karloff, Nick Adams. Upon a
vipit to meet fiancee's
American
pirents, an
scientist encounters horror
as girl's father nietarnorphasizes into a monster
fungus lunging at daughter.
10:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"The Pit and the Pendulum"
Vincent Price, John Kerr.
Man's wife and his best
friend contrive apparent
death of wife as part of a plan
to drive husband mad.
10:30 p.m.—Late Movie channel
12(11:30 on channel 5) "Girl
Happy," starring Elvis
Presley. A musical romance
set in Florida, where the
college set descends during
an Easter vacation. Shelley
-iFabares, Gary Crosby,
Harold J. Stone, Joby Baker,
Nita Talbot, Chris Noel and
Mary Ann Mobley co-star.
12:00 MID—Movie: channel 3
"Break of Hearts" Katherine
Hepburn. Female musician
falls for conductor, and
complications arise from
similar occupations.

Friday Highlights

composing the network. Then—
governor Louis B. Nunn activated the web on September
23, 1968, putting the nation's
largest state educational
into
network
television
operation. Since that time, the
network has grown to 19
translators in Louisa last
March.
Programming for the network originates at the Network
Center in Lexington. From the
master cottrol room, the
signals travel
television
through buried cable to the
downtown office of General
Telephone Company, where
they are relayed through a
micro-wave system to the
Murray transmitter building
via Louisville, Elizabethtown,
Bowling Green and Madisonville.
- The 269-rnile journey from
Lexington to Murray takes less
than a hundredth of a second. A
600-foot tower broadcasts
programs with a 575 Kilowatt
signal to Western Kentuckians
in the Jackson Purchase region.
"Reception is always a
problem with a high-frequency
signal," explains KET Field
Services Supervisor Paul
Smith. "We tell our viewers to
be sure and have the correct
antenna on their TVs (an outdoor antenna or a 'bow-tie') and
point them toward our tower."
Channel 21 is manned by Lee
Richardson and Steve Morgan

KET Notes Murray TV Anniversary

WSIX
Ch. 8

•''

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER i;ir3

After a program is sent to Retttucky Educational Television's (KET) 19 transmitters and translators via micro-wave from the Network Center in Lexington. It is broadcast for home reception. A
KET broadcast technician makes a notation during a program at one of the transmitter sites.
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LEXINGTON, ES(. (AP) —
Kehtucky's educational television network celebrates a
birthday Sunday, a child of five
in some ways, a sophisticated
adult in others.
As the largest state ETV network in the nation, it now
reaches students in 97 pet- cent
of Kentucky's school districts
during the day and countless
thousands of adults in the evening.
Bid perhaps its most significant ,achievements are yet to
come
This fall, ETV begins a series
called Inside Out, designed to
help school children search the
passages (:if their own minds
and :understand some of the
feell s that are generated
ther
example, there's a segMierit about a crush on the
teiscker, the sometimes very
painful period that almost every iiyoungster experiences at
otie time or another in his or
her achool days.
At the Other end of the spect;nun, the network will continui
ita ,gavel-to-gavel coverage of
thelenate Watergate hearings,
100 have proved both a boon
find ,a bane to ETV in Kentuck).
"We blow that our broadcasts .OfF.the hearings have
greatly increased our au*rife," executive director 0.
But OW
Lk%) .art1 Pre•s
0010 of the broadcasts have
hart our budget, too." The hearings are aired at
rialfft on a delayed basis and
Pteas said no studies have been
inacle to see how many persons
vffiteh them because the resaaisch simply would add to the
costs for ETV.
"tie do have a man who
thinks hitan get some kind of
eat- ate from the mail we've
bee receiving on it, so I told
ahead if it doesn't
hInf
cOs anything," he said.
:Kentucky's ETV network
oPetled five years ago with a
bang. With eight 'transmitters
begi.nning operations at the
sarSe time, it was the biggest
ETV opening in history. Four
mote since have been added.
At its"beginning, Press said,
ETV was mostly a simple
broadcast of lectures by an expert in whatever field the
conprogram
ad` ikational

KET Network To Celebrate
Its Fifth Birthday Sunday
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MARITAL EXTRA—Sally Field and John Davidson co-star as newlyweds Sally and John Yost,
with Sally blessed with ESP and able to read John's mind in the new romantic comedy series. "The
Girl With Something Extra," on the NRC Television Network (in color, Fridays, 7:30-8 p.m., during
the 1973-74 season.
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South Fulton Tenn

work is even willing to give radio drama another try.
"It's an emotional jag for
me," says Brown, who'll record
most of the "Mystery Theater"
shows in New York. "I could
care less what it does for me
financially."
He said the series — each
show starts with the sound of a
creaking door — will have a
permanent host and tell a separate tale each night. The stories will range from the macabre to the occult, Brown said.
The series won't have staff
writers or a stock acting company, he added: "It's an open
show for all the fresh, proven
and unproven talent we can
find."
CBS says the series will be
offered the network's 250 AM
radio affiliates, then to other
stations if an affiliate in a given market doesn't want the
show.
The CBS-owned stations here
and in Boston, St. Louis and
Philadelphia won't be carrying
the show because they have an
all-news format, CBS says. It
says other stations in those
cities will air the series.

GOOD BANDS EVERY

Open 7: pm

RAY'S IOUNGE

NEW YORK (AP) — Most
network radio series were put
in their graves by television in
the early 1950s.
Well, here it is the early
1970s and CBS is saying it'll
start a new radio series on Jan.
6 — in prime time.
There've been no reports of
panic in television circles yet.
But Sam Cook Digges, head of
the CBS Radio Division, and Hi
Brown, producer of the coming
show, think it could start a new
aural trend at the network.
The new series, in the thriller
category, is called the "CBS
Radio Mystery Theater." It'll
run seven nights a week, each
52-minute episode starting at
10:07 p.m. here. There'll be 200
new episodes and 165 repeats.
If the new show clicks, Digges says, it could lead to a new
dramatic anthology series, a
daytime soap opera and even a
new comedy series — in short,
a modern minirevival of the
golden days of network radio.
Brown, a veteran radio producer whose credits date back
to the 193(s, is equally hopeful.
But the biggest kick for him
right now is the fact that a net-

New CBS Radio Series
To Begin In January

DIANNA IS BACK—British actress Diana Rigg will return tos
the air ins regular weekly series this Fall as star of her own show,
"Diana," a situation comedy, in color on the NBC Television
Network MoOdays (7:30-8 p.m.). She will play the role of a funloving British divorcee who is employed at Butley's a fashionable
Fifth Avenue Department Store. Some of the comedy will derive
from her living In an apartment rented for her by her brother. He
has neglected to warn her there are many other keys to the flat in
the hands of his friends.
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8. - Rosemary's Baby"—
ABC will broadcast for ,the
first time on TV the blockbuster movie made from. Ira
Levin's terrifying tale' of
witches, Satanism anel an
innocent mother-to-be in
modern Manhattan. Pia
Farrow and John Cassaittes
star as the young couple Who
move into the Bramford, a
beautiful building with an
ominous history. Ruth
Gordon and Sidney Blacigner
co-star as their neighbors,
with Miturice Evans as their
friend, and Ralph Bellamy as
Dr. Sapirstein.
7:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"Alavarez Kelly" — William
Holden, Richard Widrzairk.
Renegade adventuier
bringing a herd of 2500 cpttle
from Mexico to a Ucion
Army major is kidnapped by
a reckless Confederate

T./1 E
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inand
self-respect
Vicker. Philip
Martha
guerilla who forces him to
dependence.
Aillarlowe calledinto case of
deliver the herd to starving
"Fair Wind to Java" — Fred
'Wealthy family with two
Richmond'.
and
MacMurray, .Vera Ralston.
daughters
pretty
4,
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels
Sea captain
and
American
blackmail
discovers
6. "Cool Hand Luke,"
tangles with pirates while
murder—as well as love.
starring Paul Newman and
hunting for diamonds, which
11:20 p.m.— Movie: Channel 6
George Kennedy. The saga of
he
Donahue,
eventually sees destroyed
Troy
—
"Parrish"
a cool-heeded, independent
in an explosion.
Claudette Colbert. Young
chain gang prisoner who is
12:30 a.m. — Movie: Channel 4.
man learns about life and
determin d to buck the
"Dial M For Murder" — Ray
love from three different
systertf.•J . Cannon and Jo
Kelly.
Milland, Grace
women in his struggle for
tar.
Van Pleat
is
wife
knowing
Husband,
29.
11:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5.
9:30 p.m. —Movie: Channel
her
murder
plans
unfaithful,
Peace" —
"War az4d
epburn, Henry
Audrey
Fonda. Nieoleon turns his
attentions to Russia and in so
doing causes hardships and
grief on a vast scale.
10:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 3
"Sons and Lovers" — Trevor
Howard, Dean Stockwell.
D.H. Lawrence's story about
the unusually affectionate
bond between- a coal miner's
son and hie mother.
'11:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4
'"The Big Sleep" — Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall,

Saturday September 22

Saturday! September 22
12:30 p.m. 4 Movie; Channel
29 "Synabon" 4 — Edmond
O'Brien, Oat* Connors.
Refuge issoutheat "Synanon
House", whete drug addicts
try to help ch, other break
in the human
away and
race
2:30 p.m. — M
t Channel 29.
It" s-. George
"Cripple
Montgomery; Karin Booth.
agents pose
Two gov
order to work
as bandits
their way in the confidence
t looting the
of a gang
Cripple Creel Colorado,
gold mines.!
4:00 p.m. — )vie: Channel 5.
"The Road 'to Denver" —
John Payne,INiona Freeman
Co-owner1 o stage line to
Denver trim to warn kid
brotber aboilt his underworld
"
boss.
7:30 p.m. — Movie: Channels 3,

Sat,yrday Highlights
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LIFE'S GREENER
THERE
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
the generation since World War
II, the entire life style and
economy of Greenland has
changed- radically, the National
Geographic Society reports.
Thanks to the nearly $100
'million poured into Greenland
annually iv a benevolent Danish government, a former Stone
Age people has moved into the
20th century.

John Daniel ( 1906-1961)
organized the John Daniel
Quartet and had a gospel radio
program on a Nashville station.
Adger M. Pace (1882-1959)
was a teacher, composer, editor
and author; composing several
songs, including "Jesus Is All I
Need."
Homer Rodeheaver ( 18801955) was president of
Rodeheaver, Hall-Mack Co. and
music director for Billy Sunday.
A. J. Showalter headed the
Showalter Music School and
Publishing Company.
Frank Stamps(1896-1965) was
singer, recording artist, music
publisher, broadcaster and
educator.
B.
V. 0. Stamps (1892-1940)
founded his own music company and was a singer, writer
and publisher.
W. B. Walbert (1886-19591
sang with various groups, was
dean of Vaughn School of Music
and song composer.
R. E. Winsell (1876-1952)
composer and author for more
than 1,000 gospel songs and
founded the R. E. Winsett
Publishing Company.

Fast Print Copy Center

and C. T. ( Dad) Speer in the
deceased category.
Myers said the 1973 induction
will be a part of the Gospel
Music Association Dove Awards
program scheduled for Monday,
October 1 from 8 to 10 p.m. in
the Grand Ole Opry House. The
gala program will be followed
by a reception to honor Dove
Award winners and Hall of
Fame inductees.
In identifying the 1973 Hall of
Fame nominees, Myers noted:
LeRoy Abernathy is a writer,
teacher, performer, producer
and promoter in the gospel
music field.
James Blackwood is manager
Brothers
of the Balckwood
Quartet and has been singing
with them for nearly 40 years.
Eva Mae LeFevre is the wife
of Urias LeFevre and has been
singing with the LeFevres since
she was 17 years old.
Brock Speer is the eldest son
of the late G. T. and Lena Speer
and currently manages the
with
Speer Family, slinging
the group since a boy.
George Bennard (1873-1958)
was author and composer and
best noted for the song "The Old
Rugged Cross."
C. M.( Shorty) Bradford (Who
died in 1969) started singing at
14 and performed with the
LeFevres, Homeland Harmony
and Miracle Men.
Fanny Crosby (1820-1915) is
credited with writing thousands
of songs including "Blessed
Assurance" and "Pass Me
Not."
Denver Crumpler (1914-1957),
a high lyric tenor, sang with the
Melody boys, Rangers and
Statesmen Quartet.
Bobby Strickland ( 19241953)
was an original member of the
Statesmen Quartet and also
sang with the Crusaders
Quartet.
Concerning the 10 who will be
added in the deceased category,
Myers pointed out:
J. R. Baxter, Jr. (187-196
wrote thousands of songs, conducted a radio program and
organized the Baxter Quartet.
E. M. Bartlett (1885-1941)
founded the Hartford Music Co.
and assisted many gospel
songwriters.

"Love With The Proper
Stranger" — Natalie Wood,
Steve MacOueen Yonne girl

not- I
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Twelve names are expected
to be inducted in the Gospel
Music Hall of Fame Monday,
October 1, during ceremonies in
Nashville, Tennessee, according to W. F. (Jim) Myers,
president of the Hall of Fame.
He said by special action of
the Gospel Music Association
board of directors and endorsed
by the 100 electors, the names of
10 deceased persons will be
added to the Hall of Fame.
Additionally, there will be one
other name of a deceased
"hero" of gospel music added
this year and the name of one
living person, Myers explained.
Those names to be entered in
"a block" include: J. R. Baxter,
Jr.; E. M. Bartlett; John
Daniel; Adger Pace; Homer
J.
A.
Rodeheaver;
Showalwalter; V. 0. Stamps;
Frank Stamps; W. B. Walbert
and R. E. Winsett. This list of
names has already—been approved by the 100 electors.
A final ballot listing five
nominees in the living and fine
in the deceased category has
been sent to electors. They have
until Sptember 10 to vote for a
single selection in each of the
two categories.
Nominated in the living
category are LeRoy Abernathy, James 81acKw000,
Connor Hall, Eva Mae Le-Fevre
and Brock Speer. Nominees in
the deceased category are
George Bennard, C. M.(Shorty)
Bradford, Fanny Crosby,
Denver Crumpler and Bobby
Strickland.
The 1973 enductees will join
five other names already enshr).ied in the Gospel Music'
Hall of Fame. Three names
were added last year, including
Mrs. Lena (Mon) Speer and
James D. Vaughn in the
deceased category and Albert
E. Brumley in the living
category.
First inductees into the Hall
of Fame were Jim Peppy )
Waites in the living category

WSM
Ch. 4

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 21 1973

Twelve Expected To Be Inducted
Into Gospel Music Hall Of Fame

- The mines of the Red See is caused by algae in which the
plant's greemIteee Is hidden by red pigment.

The hearings, which began
May 17, were televised live
from start to finish for Eastern
Educational Network stations
by the National Public Affairs
Center for Television. But
NPACT isn't doing it this time.
ft says the stations are.
broadcasting school service'
programs and Watergate coverage would conflict with those
shows.
But it says it will videotape
each day's hearings in full for
the Public Broadcasting Service, which in turn will replay
the tapes for its 239 member
stations at 8 p.m. EDT.

through Wednesday — and it'll
be a pattern generally followed
until Nov. 1, when this round of
testimony is scheduled to end.
Under a plan agreed on by
the networks this week, ABC
provides live coverage of Monday's session, NBC takes over
on Tuesday and CBS has the
duty on Wednesday. Each network has the option of carrying
the hearings live any day it
isn't scheduled to do so.
The networks say they'll
"terminate their experimental
(rotation) system" after
Wednesday's session, although
network spokesmen say this
doesn't necessarily mean the
end of a revolving era.
They say continued rotation
coverage in future weeks is
possible, but that it'll require a
new agreement among the networks. However, no negotiations to that end are planned
right now.
The networks adopted the
rotational plan last June 5 to
lessen the uproar from viewers
deprived of game shows and
soap operas and to reduce the
loss of advertising dollars as
the hearings wore on.
They don't say how much the
loss came to for the first 37
days of televised testimony, but
Broadcasting magazine, a leading trade publication, estimates
it at between $7 million to $10
million.

Thursday

Thursday,September 2'7
9:00 a.m.—Movie-: channel 8
"Only the Best" Susan
Hayward, Dan Dailey.
Ambitious woman in New
York's garment center
schemes her way into a
partnership which she
almost throws over for a
love-nest arrangement with
merchant prince who can
make her a world renowned
designer.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 3
Rogue Op" Robert Taylor,
Janet Leigh. Police detective
on syndicate payroll sets out
to avenge the murder of his
"honest" patrolman brother,
even though he will have to
incriminate himself.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5
"Make Haste to Live"
Dorothy McGuire, Mary
Murphy. Suspenseful drama
of a woman who is confronted
suddenly witlfther past.
9:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Genghis Khan" Manuel
Conde, Elvira Reyes. Career
of famous war lord from his
first raid on a neighboring
tribe.
Movie:
10:30 p.m.—Late
channel 12(11:30 on channel
5) "Boy's Night Out,"
starring Kim Novak, James
Garner and Tony Randall. A
comedy about what happens
when four men from Connecticut decide to establish a
Manhattan hideaway.

Highlights

Thursday

By JAY SHARBU1T
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — There's
good news today for Watergate
buffs. The three networks say
they'll again take turns providing live TV coverage of the
Senate Watergate hearings,
which resume Monday.
But there's bad news for daytime Watergate viewers. The
networks say they'll only cover
the hearings live next week.
And there won't be any live
coverage of the hearings on
public TV at all this time.
There'll only be three days of
hearings next week — Monday

Networks to Take Turns
Broadcasting Watergate
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CAPITAL TOUR
VIENNA (AP) — Visitors to
Vienna can now tour the Austrian capital In oldtime trolley
airs that were built before
World War I and have been
seecially adapted for the purpose.
The two-and-a-half hour trip
passes near the Prater, the
amusement center, as well as
Schonbrum Palace and many
other internationally known
tourist attractions. Passengers
can get off at any place where
they would like to spend a little
more tune.
The complete circuit costs
about $4.

TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 25
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
. 6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 MAKING THINGS
GROW III: Gifts That Grow
Try one of Thalassa's home
made presents made with
wicker baskets. plastic cocktail glasses and miniature
Chinese Figurines.
7:30 EPHQS OF CHILDHOOD '
8:00 PLAYHOUSE N. Y_
The 40': The Last GI's
9:30 THE JAZZ SET:
The BobOi Humphrey Quin-

10700 WASHINGTON WEEK
IN REVIEW
10:30 BLACK PE RSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS

402

8
10700
1 FIRING LINE
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30CLECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
43:30 ELECTRIC COM1ANY
7:00 COLLEGE INSTRUCION: TBA
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK::Two Arctic Tales
9:50 BOOK BEAT: Ward

SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 23
7:00 200M
7:30 FRENCH CHEF
8:00 EVENING AT POPS:
Old Timers Night
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: The Golden

Men,
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30
BLUEGRASS
SPORTSMAN
7:00 COLLEGE INSTRUCTION: TBA

THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 27
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL

Remember
Hula Hoops,
the Edsel,
Marilyn, 3D—
all the fun and
fads of the
frenzied 50's?

11:30 p.m. *
FRI.-SAT. LATE SHOW
"VJCE SQUAD WOMEN"
7*****************-A

f"JOE"It Sh"times:
3:40-5:30-7:20-9:10

CINEMA 2
A TRIUMPH! A RIP SNORTER!

special guest ster

CHUCK BERRY LITTLE RICHARD • FATS DOMINO CHUBBY CHECKER
„BO OlOOLEY 5 SAT INS THE SHIRELLES THE COASTERS
BILL HALEY C THE COMETS]
DANNY I THE JUNIORS rand
MMUS FNE5 •
*MO IMelee
se tie" H usel'
A Canna AMMAN
A lichee Mee Peestels
P0tr.erterree..•f_
Mee.10AnerMre OS COMO* sewesl *110 sICOMS

a full length feature film
multi-K:4**n re-creation
of the Ws.

"LET ThE
GOODUVIES
ROLL"

Well, It's all here, Including
those Golden-Oldies performed
by the greatest stars of that
unforgettable era

Remember when
guys wore engineer
boots and sported
ducktail hair-do's?
And gals wore
pedal pushers
and swinging
pony tails?

THIS IS THE RACE
CINEMA 1

ToBE

*****************
Coming Soon!!
CENTRAL
"EMPEROR OF THE *
CINEMAS
NORTH POLE"

WEDNESDAY,SEPT. 26
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
7:00 COLLEGE INSTRUCTION
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 TOGETHER: A
CHUCK MANGIONE CONCERT
9:30 MAN BUILDS, MAN
DESTROYS
10:00 HOMEWOOD: Off
Beats, Down Beats

31
40
1111
73
73
$
12
12
10
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Angeles to HoUriton, is
challenged by !ruthless
hijacking attempts.along the
way by men who will stop a*
nothing to pravent'deliver
7:30 p.m.—The Bob Ho
Special Channels 4, 6. Bob'
guests on his first Ipecial
the 1773-74 seaSon-ztre AnnMargret, John Detaver and
tennis luminary. Bobby
Riggs. Music is by Ips Brown
and his Band of Iiiinovm.
8:30 p.m.—Mystery; Movie:
Channels 4,6. "Faraday and
Company," starring Dan
Dailey as private ;detective
Frank Faraday, ;who has
been wrongly imprened for
irrrican
28 years in a South
jail. Having escaped and
returned to the United States,
Faraday is detettpined to
find his partner's !ger.
9:30 p.m.—Movie: Ctimnel 29.
"A Ftaisin in the Sun" —
Sidney Pottier, Claudia
McNeil. Frustrate I but indestructible NegroNamily in
Chicago are stirred into
emotional flux when the
proud
matriarTh
of
household receiveila $10,000
life insurance payvent.
10:30 p.m.—Late' Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 tin Channel
5) "Sol Madrid,") starring
David McCallugn, Telly
Savalas and Stely Stevens.
Adventure drama;&bon; an
undercover agent -who risks
his life in an attempt to crack
a drug-smuggliniwing.

Wednesday

ovie: Channel 5.
4:00 p.10t
"Tit* Trivelers"—Preston
Foster Pbil Carey. While
working ori an experiment to
observe past and future a
teant, , of scientists accidentallycreate a passable
dooritay to future and go
throng*.
"Cosn
,, p.pirovie: Channel 5.
740
ess : From Hong
Kong' Marlon Brando,
SopfSig Loren. American
diplernit en route to a new
post finds himself cornpronkialed when a beautiful
young I, woman becomes a
stowaway in his stateroom
and refuses to leave.
7:30 p.. — Movie: Channels 3,
8 "tiler:kr starring David
Jan
and Keenan Wynn. A
first ate truck driver,
oned to haul a top
co
secret., (-Argo from Los

Wediseiday, September 26
0:10 a.m1-86ov1e: Channel 8
"Love"' That Brute'—Paul
Dougl s, Jean Peters.
Chic* . .1928. Big shot
gangjt4r, with a soft heart,
falls hi love with nice girl
who dogsn't realize that he's
a racketeer.
3:30 pan.}—Movie: Channel 3.
"Outriders" — Joel McCrea,
Arlene Datil, Barry Sullivan.
Three rodiederate soldiers
join losstrain in Santa Fe,
taking $1,000,000 in
which
gold o Riehmond. Their job
is
eaki the train nit°

Wednesday Highligts'
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TeueViSION

outlay
Goldsboro

-Thief

Shirley Partridge, (Shirley Jones) is obviously taken Stith the •
talent suSd disarm of Ricky Stevens, played by four-year-o7d Ricky
Segall, a neighbor's boy who likes to sing, in this sease from ,
"Nose tut the Onely," IN) on the ABC Television Network's
-The Pdrtridge Family," Saturday, Sept. 22 7:00 p.m. Ricky,
newest regblar member of the series cast, will sing a song,
written ly his father, Rick,Sr., on each episode.
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9:30p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"Nine Hours to Rama" —
Horst Bucholz, Jose Ferrer.
From Stanley Wolpert's
novel of the last hours in the
life of Mahatma Gandhi,
India's great Hindu leader,
as seen through the eyes of
his assassin.
10:15 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
"Condemned of Altona"—
Sophia Loren, Maximillian
Schell. Wealthy German ship
builder, knowing he has but
six mouths to live, tries to
interest his youngest son in
taking over the family
business.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 6.
"The Pad"—Brian Bedford,
Julie Sommers. Shy, reticent
musician is aided by an
aggressive friend to make
good with a girl he meets.
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Questal, Frank Faylen,
11/Mlle Lawrence and Gerald
Mohr. The story follows
Fanny Brice, who overcame
a series of heartbreaks in her
life while becoming one of
America's most beloved
stars,from her beginnings on
the Lower East Side of turnof-the century New York
through her triumphs with
the "Ziegfeld Follies," and
her final separation from
Nick Amstein after he was
released from prison.
7:30 p.m. — Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "Lovely but
Lethal," starring Peter Falk
as Lt. C,olumbo. A cosmetics
queen (guest star Vera
Miles) leads Columbo
through an investigation that
uncovers a fierce battle for
cosmetics supremacy involving lying, stealing and
industrial espionage. Vincent
Price is special guest star.
7:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29

"Love With The Proper
Stranger" — Natalie Wood,
Steve MacQueen. Young girl
finds herself pregnant after
spending the night with a boy
she just met.

- No One Under 18 Admitted -

"Little Miss Innocence

Late Show Tomte & Sat 11:40

with JEFF BRIDGES
VALERIE PERRINE

THE LAST
AMERICAN
HEROA"

"Manhunt Of Mystery Island"

Plus Chapter 2 of Our Serial

"The Golden Age Of Comedy"

Childrens Movie Sat 1 til 3

They'd never forget
the day he drifted into town.

FR011at,

Authorities said a computer
at the central defense laundry
apparently mixed far too much
lye or disinfectant in the wash.
A warning was issued that at
least 1,500 "poisonous" pairs of
socks may have been distributed to army regiments.

LINKOPING, Sweden ( AP)
— Hot socks put 50 Swedish soldiers on the sick list, some suffering second degree burns on
their feet.
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Sunday September 23

6:30 p.m. — Movie: Channels 3,
8. "Funny Girl" — The film
that established Barbra
Streisand at an authentic
movie star and an Academy
Award winner comes to
television for the first time.
Ms. Streisand stars as Fanny
Brice along with Omar Shard
as Nick Arnstein, her
husband. Cogambler
starring are Kay Medford as
Mama„,Anne Francis as a
backstage pal, Walter
Pidgeon as Flo Ziegfeld
along with Lee Allen, Mae

•

CBS

Sunday Highlights

"

_

Sunday, September 23

00
30

n. .

3:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 8.
"Never to Late" — Connie
Maureen
Stevens,
O'Sullivan. When a middleg
aged man and woman with a
married daughter find they
are expectant parents again,
the husband is horrified but
the wife pleased.

— 1

THE _LEDGER &
ES
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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From; buckskins to Brooks
Brother's suits, from the Old
West to tllie Now Westwoodthese ate the changes in store
this seaion for television
superstar,1Lorne Greene.
Big "Ben Cartwright" of the
long-ruriniiig "Bonanza" series
is returning to television in the
title
tolle
of
Universal
Television's
new
series,
"Griff
snling Saturday,
2., on the ABC
sgwork.
Plating 3.4 role of a contemporary private investigator
is a change of pace for Greene.
"At first t had to get used to
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'Ben ' itright," I never wore
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The population density of Europe, excluding the Soviet Union, is about 235 persons per
spare mile.

FEATHERED FIENDS
VENICE(AP)- City authorities here have decided on a
new way to evict the 180,000 pigeons causing decay and health
problems in St. Marks Square.
This time, they will move the
birds' feeding places to the outskirts of the city, ban stands
selling corn in the square and
sterilize some of the birds.
Before, officials wanted to
stop the birds to other parts of
Italy and the world, but were
unable to catch them.

KET Watergate Telecasts
To Again Be Gavel to Gavel

JUST
MOVED?

"The Misguided Appendectomy"
is the premiere episode on
"The New Temperatures Rising
Show," staffing Paul I,ynde right),(
as Dr. Mercy,Tuesday,Sept.
25 7:00 p.m.local time.
A thief, running loose in the
hospital, assumes the identity
of a patient scheduled for an appendectomy in order to avoid
capture.
In addition to Lynde, other regula
rs in the cast include (from
left) Jennifer Darling as
Winchester, RN.,and Clem von Little
"
as Dr. Jerry Noland.
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Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

Shopping For
A New Home?

7515273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

„Ake,
ocOME WAi

Kentucky
Educational
continued and fewer than 30
Television (KET) will broadviewers asked for an edited
cast the Watergate Hearings in
version.
their entirety until all phases of
KET agreed with Kentucky
the investigation are comviewers and sent many of their
pleted.
letters to the Public BroadWhat you need right
casting Service. Other stations
Beginning Monday, Sepnow is a helping hand...
re-evaluated their positions,
tember 24, the Kentucky network will rebroadcast each
and joined KET in asking for
day's taped hearings at 7 p.m.
unabridged coverage when the
CDT the same night. The
Senate Select Committee anhearings will run three cays
nounced its revised and shorter
week
schedule of hearings.
and
finish
about
November]. Starting October 2,
The Hearings will pre-empt
the committee is expected to
regularly scheduled KET
meet on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
evening programming from 7
and Thursdays.
p.m. CDT until sign-off on days
the Senate Select Committee is
The Public Broadcasting
Service (BS) Operations
in session.
Committee unanimously voted
HE'S JUST CHICKEN
to provide unabridged coverage
WALKERTON, Ont. ( AP) to all public television stations
A Walkerton Man won't be eatIto sure to get in touch
desiring to continue broading chicken of any sort for a
with the Welcome Wagon
casting
the Senate
while. . .
inhostess. She can help you
vestigation.
Robert Rester, winner of the
Walkerton world chicken-eating
get to know your new comAt the conclusion of the first
contest, who managed to gulp
segment of the hearings this
munity as quickly as posdown about six pounds of fried
summer, a poll of public
sible.
Rhone 753-5950
chicke
n
at
Walker
ton's ChickPhone 7313722E15'e Thurman
television stations revealed 70
enfest, said, "I won't be eating
Sue McCaw', Assostant Hostess
percent favored abridged
chicken for a long time."
coverage
when the investigations restuned in the fall.
[
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Kentucky
Educationa
l
Television asked its viewerS for
TRADE WITH
their preference. By midAugust, over 1400 persons had
asked that full coverage be

"Ford Hall Forum," a 10week series of lectures on
contemporary, vital issues, will
begin its third season of live
broadcasts from Boston,
Massachusetts. Station WICMSFM will carry the "Ford Hall
Forum" programs beginning
Sunday Sept 30, 7 p.m.
As the oldest continuing
platform of free expression in
the United States, this lecture
series is now beginning its 66th
season. Over the year its
reputation as a forum for open
and fearless discussion and
pronouncements on virtually
every topic, has gained it a wide
audience. For the past two
years, National Public Radio
has helped increase the
audience by network broadcasts in cities across the
country via 60 percent of the
network's member stations.
The series originates from
Ford Hall, the famed Boston
landmark built at the turn of the
century as a place to negotiate
labor and management differences. In 1907 George
Coleman initiated the lectures
with the stated prupose of
"discussing all matters of
public interest under the inspiration of acknowledged
leaders in the interest of truth,
fair
play, and
mutual
enlightenment." The topics
range from politics to survival,
from love to economics.
Speakers of the past have included Bertrand Russell, Dr.
Alfred Adler. Pete Seeger, John
Kenneth Galbraith, and Gloria
Steinem.

Ford Hall
Forum To Be
Aired, WKMS
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Tuesday-September 25

9:30 p.m.--Movie: Channel 29
"Conspiracy of the Borgias"
- Frank Latimore, Constance Smith. Cesare Borgia
and his sister Lucretia, plot
to
get
possession
of
documents which will prove
treachery of a nobleman who
has long opposed their plans.
10:30 p.m. - Late Movie:
Channel 12 (11:30 p.m. on
Channel 5) Late Movie:
"Tropedo Run," starring
Glenn Ford and Ernest
Borgrilne. Diane Brewster
and Dean Jones co-star. A
thrill-packed story of the
relentless chase of a
Japanese aircraft carrier
following the attack on Pearl
Harbor_

8:00 p.m. - Movie: "Police
Story",-Channels 4, 6 A
world premiere movie
starring Vic Morrow, Chuck
Connors,Ed Asner and Diane
Baker. A policeman tries to
prove he is better at his job
than a very efficient criminal
is at his. The drama is based
on material by authorpoliceman Joseph Wanbaugh.

7:30 p.m.-Movie: Channesl 3,
8. "Smile When You Say I
Do"-Allen Funt is on the
move across the country
again, taking a candid
camera's eye view of the
funny side of the rites and
wrongs of marriage in
America in his first feature
film for television.

4:80 p.m.-Movle: Channel 5
"The Lady Wants Mink" Ruth
Hussey,
Dennis
O'Keefe. Young wife sets up
a mink ranch in her suburban
backyard, and almost ruins
her marriage, friendships,
and causes her husband to be
fired.

Tuesday, September 25
9:00 a.m.-Movie: Channel 8.
"Illegal" - Edward G.
Robinson, Nina Foch, Jayne
Mansfield. Former district
attorney gets involved with
mobsters and ends up having
to defend his wife.
3:30 p.m.-Movie: Channel 3.
"Mr. Imperium"-Lana
Turner, Ezio Pinza, Debbie
Reynolds. Hollywood star
renews old romance with a
prince who has since become
a king.

Highlights

Tuesday
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HOUSTON ( AP ) — Bobby
Riggs' next big spectacle may
be a leap off Suicide Bridge in
Pasadena, Calif., while Billie
Jean King is just happy to have
made a spectacle of the 55year-old hustler and to have
won $200,000 to boot„
Screaming, delirious womenslibbers lit up more brightly
than the rocket-shooting Astrodome scoreboard Thursday
night when Mrs. King showed
the devastating swiftness that
won her five Wimbledon titles
in defeating self-proclaimed
male chauvinist Riggs, 6-4, 6-3,
6-3 in the internationally televised battle of the sexes tennis
extravaganza
"Bobby Riggs has just been
flushed down the toilet,"
shouted women's pro tour
member Madeliene Regal of
Sweden after Mrs. King's
straight sets victory before 30,472 Astrodome fans and millions more TV viewers.
Mrs. King, one of the most
decorated warriors for equal
women's rights on the pro tennis circuit, said she had waited
18 years for this match with
Riggs.
"Ever since the day when I
was 11 years old and wasn't
allowed in a photo because I
didn't have a tennis skirt on, I
knew then that I wanted to
change the sport," the 29-yearold Mrs. King said.
Riggs, who claimed he would
set women's tennis back 20
years against Billie Jean, looked every bit his age after the
match. Riggs appeared to tire
as early as the first set and
had trouble getting his first
serve going.
Nor could Riggs, the aging
1939 Wimbledon singles champion, match Mrs. King's continual strong ground shots, which
never let up.
Riggs was so sure of victory,
he had vowed he would jump
off the Pasadena Bridge or the
London Bridge in Arizona if he
lost.
It was a $100,000 winner-takeall match, but television and
other rights were expected to
boost the winner's share to
about $200,000 and give the loser about $100,000.
Despite his constant barrage
of criticism against women's
tennis, Riggs was a gracious
loser.
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"What happened?" Riggs
asked. "Billie Jean was just too
strong for me.She was too quick
In the exchanges. I thought I
had her out of court many times
but she made the shots."
'I never felt better I felt
great
arming up I didn't
have a good day serving but
she didn't get any breaks. If
anybody got the breaks it was
me.'
Mrs. King didn't budge an
inch during the match and she
also held her own with Riggs'
pre-match gimmickery. Mrs.
King made her entrance on a
carriage, borne by four muscular males like a reigning Egyptian queen. ,
Riggs then entered riding in
a rickshaw, pulled by several
pretty "Bobby's Boosters" with
"Sugar Daddy" on the backs of
their blouses. Riggs presented
Mrs. King with a giant candy
sucker with "Sugar Daddy"
written on the side.
Riggs got a brown baby pig
from Mrs. King.
Riggs' game started coming
apart in the first set although
he broke Mrs. King's serve in
the fifth game. Mrs. King broke
right back and broke again in
the 10th game when Riggs
double faulted at set point.
Riggs broke Mrs. King in the
first game of the second set.
Although Mrs. King broke back
again, Riggs appeared to start
a rally when he held his service
after eight deuces for a 2-2 tie
in games. But Mrs. King broke
Riggs in the eighth game and
then served a love game for the
second set.
Mrs. King kept rolling in the
third set, breaking Riggs in the
first game. Riggs then made
his final challenge, serving a
love game and then breaking
Mrs. King for a 2-2 tie in the
third set.
From there, Mrs. King broke
back with a love game and
then won it with a service
break in the final game when
Riggs double faulted and hit
into the net on the final two
points after escaping two
match points.
Riggs started the battle of
the sexes matches with a 6-2, 61 victory over Australia's Margaret Court earlier in the year
and Mrs. King said it was Mrs.
Court who gave her good ail-

Riggs.
"Margaret told me he can't
roll over his backhand," Mrs.
King said. "He can only pass
me with a flat shot. She told
me to just try to attack his
backhand."
The Astrodome
scene looked like anything but
a tennis match. The University
of Houston band played march
music while pretty porn-porn
girls kicked in time. The rowdy
crowd cheered throughout the
match and never showed signs
of letting up.
Mrs. King got the loudest applause and cheers after good
shots and she enjoyed it. "For
once I'm the underdog and I
love it," she said.
Now that she's put women's
tennis back on the map, Mrs.
King said she was looking forward to a new phase of her career starting next year as the
player-coach of the Philadelphia franchise in the new
vice for playing

World Team Tennis League.
"I love the crowds and the
bands," Mrs. King said. "You
know I believe In screaming on
the courts and in the team aspect of the sport. I'm looking
forward to being the first woman coach in professional athletics." Asked her first thought
when the match ended, she said
•'the first thing I thought was
'it's finally over."
It won't be over if Riggs has
his way. Riggs said he wants a
rematch within six months. -I
would've given Billie Jean a
rematch if I had won so I want
a rematch," Riggs said "I
think I can do better, but that
will be up to Billie Jean."

ENDICOTT, N.Y. (AP) — If
you could believe Bob E.
Smith, he'd be home today in
California nursing a couple of
slashed wrists and through with
golf.
But no one believed him
Thursday at the En-Joie Golf
Club, where he fired a slating
six-under-par 65 to take a ftrstround lead in the $100,000 B.C.
Open Golf Championship.
"My game really fell apart
this year," he said. "I missed
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STANDOUTS—Defamivt heroes for Murray State in tts 27-25 victory over Western Carolina last
Saturday were end i.e Eckert, left, and back Don Deiken, right, both of Evansville. Seen with them
In defensive coach Bill Bina. Ecbert who played at Rex Mandl High School, had 7 tackles and 3

assists, caused a fumble which led to Murray's first touchdown, and sacked the Carolina passer
twice. Deiken, who played for Bosse High School, had an Interception which he returned 24 yards,
broke ups two-point conversion pass, knocked down 4 other passes, and had 5 tackles and 2 assists.

Orioles Add Insult To Injury
In Bombing Detroit Tigers
Twins 4-5, A's 3-4
By FRANK BROWN
Thursday wasn't a good night
Associated Press Sports Writer
Ever have one of those days for Oakland manager Dick Wilwhen absolutely nothing goes liams, either. Not only did the
right? Thursday was that kind A's drop their twi-night doubleof day for the Detroit Tigers.
It wasn't bad enough that
they were bombed 9-0 by the
Baltimore Orioles, or that they
managed just five hits off Jim
Palmer while the Orioles colMurray AJ BC
lected 15 hits off various DeJr.-Sr. Luigi*
troit pitchers.
Bowline Limey*
W L
But to add insult to injury, Team
the Birds stole five bases—in- Fighting Four
7 1
cluding a steal of home—in the The men 1
1
Be
Bops
53
first three innings.
Head Pins
33
To top things off, pinch-hitter F!Libbers
2
High Ind. Game (SC)
Frank Howard hit into a triple
,4'G6rr y Evans
play in the fifth inning to klit Nancy Utterback
the only threat the Tigers could Sam Smith
High Ind Game (HC)
mount.
Garry Evans
In other American League Bryan Scott
•
games Thursday night, the Nancy utter bac k
High Ind Series (SC)
Minnesota Twins swept the Garry Evans
532
Oakland A's 4-3 and 5-4 in a Richard Scott
400
Charles
Parker
395
twi-night doubleheader; the
High Ind Series (HC)
Kansas City Royals pounded Garry Evans
586
Bryan
Scott
557
*Chicago White Sox 10-3, and
Connie Lyons
539
the California Angels split a
High Averages
twi-nighter with the Texas Gary Evans
166
135
Rangers, winning the first Sam Smith
134
Charles
Parker
game 6-4 in 11 innings before
134
Richard Scott
dropping the nightcap 8-3.
130
Nancy Utterback

BOWLING
STANDINGS

header with Minnesota by
scores of 4-3 and 5-4, but Williams got himself ejected from
the opener after an argument
with umpire Larry Barnett.
Then, in the nightcap, he lost
Bill North for the rest of the
season when the outfielder
tripped over first base and severely sprained his ankle while
running out a ground ball.
Royals 10, White Sox 3
Fred Patek drove in four
runs with a homer and two singles to power the Royals past
the White Sox, 10-3. The little
shortstop, who had five hits
Wednesday night, credits Roy
White of the New York Yankees with his sudden explosion
at the plate.
Angels 6-3; Rangers 44
Rich Billings hit a three-run
home run to highlight a fiverun fifth inning and help the
Rangers take the nightcap of
the doubleheader with California, 8-3.
Run-scoring singles in the
llth inning by Richie Scheinblum and Billy Parker carried
the Angels to a 6-4 triumph in
the opener.

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. —The
rumors of Tennessee Tech's
football death are greatly
exaggerated, paraphrased head
coach Don Wade.
True, the Golden Eagles were
nearly buried 30-0 last Saturday
by powerful South Dakota, but
Wade says they have plenty of
fight left.
"You can't count us out yet,"
he warned as the Eagles
prepare to meet Murray State
in Murray, Ky., Saturday night
for their first Ohio Valley
Conference game of the season.
Tech, the defending
OVC
champion, opened the season
with a 10-10 tie at favored
Western Carolina. Then came
the disaster last Saturday
against South Dakota, the No, 3
team in the nation.
"Chalk it up to a terribly
young squad," Wade said. "We
fumbled at critical times and
didn't come close to playing up
to our capability — otherwise, it
would have been a good
ballgarne."
"The Golden Eagles are
coming off of two tough games,
and the matchup with Murray is
no breather, either.
"Murray State has one of its
finest teams since I've been at
Tech. They really pose a
problem with their balanced
offense. They have a fine
passing scheme, which allows
them to spring their runners."
Tech is 0-1-1. Murray State is
1-0 after an opening 27-25 vic-

tory over Western Carolina.
"Murray scares us," said
Wade. "We had to fight tooth
and nail to tie Western Carolina,
which has an exceptionally
tough defensive unit, and along
comes Murray and puts 27
points on the board against
them.
"If this quarterback ( Tom
Pandolphi) isn't putting the ball
in the air, his tailback (Don
Clayton) is ramming it down
your throat."
'Murray's offense has most of
Its line of last year back, headed
by tackles Charlie Carpenter
and Dale Willies, and guard Rod
Pickering. The defensive line is
achored by end Joe Echert, the
linebacker corps by Bruce
Farris and Tom Johnson, and
the backfield by Paul Coltharp.
At this point Tech is expected
to be healthy for the game at
Murray, but there have been
changes on offense. Danny
Albert, a sophomore, has been
promoted to starting left guard,
-Mike DeRossett has been
moved from left halfback to
fullback, and Knoxville freshman Darryl Robinson has been
called up to take over at
halfback. The defensive unit is
unchanged.
Wade said the rest of this
week would be spent in
"plugging gaping holes in our
offensive line and defensive
secondary, because we had
some breakdowns there against
South Dakota."
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five cuts and really was discouraged."
Then, in jest, he added:
"I considered going to Sacramento to cut my wrists and
give up the game."
But he said great things have
happened-friliTrn in the last six
weeks.
"My game turned around,
don't know why."
Smith, whose tour earnings
have ranged from $22,851 to
$44,595 in his first five years as
a pro, has picked up $29,462
this year. He said, "About $20,000 came in the last six
weeks."
Smith was on the course
when Jim Dent and Jim Grant
walked from the 18th green
with 66s on their cards. Their
performances put them ahead
of nine colleagues who turned
in identical 68s.
Recording 68s were veteran
rt Greene, who won this
year's IALM Open, and Jim
Petrie'', who shared first place
with Art Wall in Wednesday'
Pro-Am and pocketed $600.
Jerry Heard, tied for second
iirraR week's Heritage Golf
Classic, paced seven golfers at
69. Nineteen were a,stroke back

Standings

Rumors Of Tech Football
Death Highly Exaggerated

Bob Smith Leader IV
B.C. Golf-Tournament
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Hail Billie Jean.
Women's Lib Queen
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We're having an energy crisis. In 1971 the total vehicular miles driven in the United Stales were

I trillion,.186 billion, 289'million. The average car drove just over 10,000 miles'and got abort i31 ..
miles per gallon. With fuel consumption increasing, it's little wonder we're having an energy
crisis.
Datsun is doing something about it. Not a breakthrough, but something we-started long-before it
became fashionable. That is, building sensibly sized automobiles that don't burn much gas.

Drivc a Datsun

...then decide.

Ryder Cup tean•against a British-Irish contingent. Among
them were Jack Nicklaus, Lee
Trevino, Arnold Palmer and
Tom Weiskopf.

Hall Of Fame
GREENVILLE, NC.(AP) —
Pitchers Gaylord Perry of the
Cleveland Indians and his
roie!jJ'erry of thie
trek Tigers will be inducted
into the Nardi Carolina Sports

168
1.5S.
152 Fiera Piiiiciiiasee.
188
stock Car driver Rich148
148 ard Petty and track star Chuck
144 Simmons, it was announced
141 Thursday.

1290 Sport Coupe
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Oakland
90 63 5813
8.3
75 77
0 5.42 7
s
as City
493 14,
Minnesota
.184 16
Chicago
474 171 ,,
California
Texas
S
774
24 99
870
9 353 36
Thursday's Games
Minnesota 4 5, Oakland 3 4
California 63, Texas 4,.
game 11 innings
Baltimore 9, Detroit .8- Kansas City 10, Ctirerago 3
games
Games
id
SCPeU
s
Only
Oakland Sefoltzman 20 12) at
liknnes
ocriCorbin 6 51
561
at
Cal'
nia
(Hand
TesetS (Clyde 461, N
ton (Morel 11 1) at De
trolt (Perry 13 121, N
Chicago lKaat 14 131 at Kan
sas City (Busby 1.1 15), N
Baltimore (Alexander 1051 at
Milwaukee (Champion S7). N
Scheduled
Only Saturday's
Sgaatmures
Baltimore at Milwaukee
Boston at Detroit
California at Minnesota, N
New York at Cleveland, N
Texas at Kansas City, N
Oakland at Chicago, N
Sunday's Games
New York at Cleveland, 2
Boston at Detroit
Oakland at Chicago
Baltimore at Milwaukee
Texas at Kansas City
California at Minnesota
National League
East
W
L. Pct 0.8.
Pittsburgh
75 75
500
New York
76 77
497
2
75 77 493 1
75 78 490 l'
Chicago
MS ton Ltroeuails
73 79 480 3
Philadelphia
West
9
68
4 1
55
9 4444 11
/
2
Cincinnati
614 -4i3
Los Angeles
90 64 584
84
73 8
62
8 553 9, 7
HOusfOn
78 77 503 17
Atlanta
73
471 72
San Diego
56 96 368 37.
Thursday's Games
Chicago 5, Montreal a
San Francisco 7, Cincinnati 5
Philadelphia 6, St Louis 5
New York 4, Pittsburgh 3 13
innings
LOS Angeles 5, Atlanta 3, 12
innings
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
-Montreal (Rogers 9 31 at Chi
c890 (Hooton 13-141
Pittsburgh (Blass 31) at New
York (Seaver 17-1;, N
St
Louis (Wise
13-121 at
Philadelphia fituthven 6-91. N
San Francisco (D'Aguisto 00
and Barr 11 15; at San Diego
(Greif 9 16 mid Jones 5-5), 2, N
Cincinnati (Cunningham 18-9)
at Los Angeles (Osteen 16-10),

games scheduled
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh at Montreal
51 Louis at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia
Cincinnati at Los Angeles
Atlanta at Houston, N
San Diego at San Pranc isco.

Only

Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh at Montreal, 2
Chicago at Philadelphia
St Louis at New York
Atlanta at Houston
San Diego at San Francisco
Cincinnati at Los Angeles
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604 S. 12th St.

904 S. 12th St.

753-7114

753-7114

STOKES TRACTOR
AND
IMPLEMENT CO.

FIVE POINTS
BAR-B-Q

Industrial Road

901 Coldwater Rd.
We Specialize in Bar-B-Q-

to a

753-1319

6:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Mon. - Sat.
Closed Holidays
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Go Thoroughbreds!
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CAIN & TREAS
MOTOR SALES
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PEOPLESo/BANIC
NIIIIMAT

XT.

WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE
CORP.
Murray-Mayfield
John Edd Walker,
Manager

MURRAY STATE
FOOTBALL

ship
806 Coldwater Rd.
753-6448

11:7 KIRALY Miiiiirtet 6ERV Ct.

Guaranteed Mufflers at
Economy Prices

BI

7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999

GUY SPANN
REALTY

T.V. SERVICE
CENTER
Central Center
Murray, Kentucky

901 Sycamore

753-5865

753-T724

TH

Go Thoroughbreds.
Go! Go! Go!

PURDOM & THURMA
INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
III Olive

Sonthside Court Square
Larry Scramowicz
RR

753-5312

W- ALLACE'S BOOK
—STORE

Mike Hobble
QB

Richard Wenz
RB

Tom Pandolfi
414

,

Doug Baker
QB

Bernard Berendt
RB

1413Olive Blvd.

Tim Bonfinti
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-TAYtOR ROTORS,
Inc.
NI S. 4th
,
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753-1372
Go RACERS!
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Housewives Enthusiastic Over
New Computer-Based Supermarket
By CHRISTINE DOUGHTY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
For the past three months,
some 7,000 housewives have
been filling grocery orders by
telephoning a computer.
The call saves time, the
prices are comparable to regular supermarkets and groceries
are delivered to the customer's
front door.
Call-a-Mart, described by its
founder as the first pf its kind
in the country, enables shoppers to phone in their orders to
a computer center, hear he total cost of the items read back
to them and receive delivery
all in the same day.
The founder is 29-year-old
Mark Weiss, a former IBM employe who started on the project in Louisville about three
years ago. Weiss said Call-aMart's progress so far has been
"super" but declined to be
more specific for fear of national publicity.
"We'd like to be the Kentucky Fried Chicken of grocery
stores," said Weiss, who was a
psychology major at Tulane
University. "But that won't
happen if similar operations
are set up in other cities."
Weiss has high hopes for
Call-a-Mart, which started with
only 500 customers in one section of Louisville. He plans to
expand into the entire metropolitan area while long-range
goals include a national operation.
The idea behind Call-a-Mart
Is relatively simple.
' Shoppers pay a $5 membership fee fasti&,
merchandise

catalog and an identification
number. To place an order, the
customer dials the computer
number and reads off the product codes listed in the booklet.
A human-sounding voice repeats the order and gives the
price for each item plus the total bill for the purchase. A
regular operator also listens in
on the conversation to answer
any questions and to arrange
the delivery time.
The computer then routes the
order through the Call-a-Mart
warehouse and prepares maps
for delivery trucks. An elaborate system of conveyor belts
carries the empty cartons
through the various sections of
the building specially designed
for perishable and non-perishable items. For orders under
$20, a delivery fee of $1 is
charged.
Call-a-Mart prides itself on
offering competitive food prices
for large supermarket chains.
In addition, specials are advertised in a weekly mailer like
regular food stores.
The key to the operation is
the lack of steep overhead costs
brought by retail locations,
Weiss says. Because there's
only one distribution center, delivery service is available at
regular supermarket prices.
For Mrs. Betty Johnson, Calla-Mart came at the same time
as the birth of her new baby.
She says the service is "worth
every penny" since she doesn't
have to hire a baby-sitter while
she does her shopping or lug
heavy groceries from the car to
her house.
Practically anything avail-

WANT
ADS
SELL MOST EVERYTHING
AUCTION SALE

able in a regular supermarket
is offered in the Call-a-Mart
catalog. Name brand items
ranging from a loaf of bread to
panty hose and toys are listed,
and customers can request
products to be added to the
stock.

Construction Equipment
Consignment Auction

Another Louisville housewife
says she couldn't be happier
with Call-a-Mart. Mrs. Ursula
Trimble, who has four children
ranging in age from three to 16
years, has been to a regular
grocery only three times since
she became a Call-a-Mart customer in July.
"While food prices have gone
up, my food bill has gone
down," said Mrs. Trimble, explaining that the phone-in service eliminated much of her
"impulse" buying.
She says she plans her shopping list more carefully these
days and she's able to keep a
better account of her grocery
budget.
But Mrs. Trimble discounts
the notion that the Call-a-Mart
idea is new.
"Why, it's no different from
when my mother called a local
grocery and had her food delivered," she said.

We are now accepting consignments for a construction
equipment auction to be held in Paducah, Ky. in mid October
Trucks and construction equipment needed.
Consignments must be in by Sept. 29 for closing date on
advertising

Call or Write:

MRS. ARLIE SCOTT,left, Overall Coordinator for Calloway County for the Purchase Area 4-H
Leaders Forum to be held at Paducah on October 6, discusses plans with other leaders who are, left to
right, Mrs. Joe Sledd,financt Mrs. James Tucker, display, Mrs. Terry Walters, telephone, and Mrs.
Calvin Morris, publicity.

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

GALS HIT LONG ISLAND
OLD WESTBURY,N.Y. CAP)
— The Ladies PGA tour made
A great milestone in a child's
its annual one-day stop on Long
Island for a proette-member in- life it the day he first goes off to
vitational at the Old Westbury school.
Golf and Country Club on June
It's a "turning point" in life —
25. Host pro Ben Roman wel- and your understanding as a
comed 20 of the leading ladies parent at this point is highly
on tour to take part in the important to your child's future
event, which came between the attitude toward school and to
Heritage event at Southbury, his healthy growth and developConn , and the next tour stop in ment.
Atlanta, Ga.
Experts in child mental health
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emphasize that your insight as
a parent can play a vital role
in starting your child off with
the building blocks of selfconfidence that he will need
throughout his life.
As a psychiatrist, let me underscore this message. The selfconfidence a child needs is
built upon good feelings about
himself, about figures of authority at school, about other
children, and about his own
capacities as a productive, creative, worthwhile human being.
Parents should keep in mind
such points as the following:
• Recognize that when your
child first goes off to school it
is indeed an important event.
• Remember that your child's
first school day can foster a
postive or a negative attitude
toward school in the years
ahead.
• Take an °dive interest in
what your child tells you about
school when he comes home.
More about these and other
things that can be done, a round
dozen in all, are contained in
a folder reprinted with permission from Family Weekly Magazine by HEW's National Institute of Mental Health.
It's titled "When Your Child
First Goes Off To School,"
DHEW Publication No.(HSM)
73-9045. For a free copy, writs
to the National Instiute of Mental Health, Rockville, Maryland
20852.
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6 Symbol for
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1 Call
7 Dutch town
5 Devoured
8 Unit of
8 Confront
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12 Girl's name
•trleasurement
13 Communist
Opposite of
9
14 Three banded
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Alerr:s name
10
25 Complain
11 Gaelic
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16 Want
19 Trap
28 Peruse
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32 Stitch
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35 Needed
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41
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With
Right
"What's
America" will be the topic of
noted Norwegian Missionary
Dr (McIver Berg, as he is the
featured speaker at the Purchase Area 4-H Leaders Forum
to be held Saturday October 6,
at Brazelton School, Paducah
beginning at 1:00 p.m.
Rev. Berg, a native of Oslo,
Norway, spent 20 years in the
Belgian Congo as a missionary,
and was there when trouble
erupted as the Congo was
given its independence. Dr.
Berg and his family had to leave
and spent two years in Brussels,
Belgium, where he worked as a
professor at the Royal Athenee.
In 1962 Dr. Berg came to this
country with the help of the
Resettlement Services of the
United Presbyterian Church
U.S.A. He travels extensively
country
throughout
the
speaking to high schools,
colleges, civic clubs, business
conventions and churches.
The 4-H Forum is the first of
Its kind in the area and is being
co-sponsored by the Purchase
Area 4-H Council and the 4-H
Councils in the eight county
Purchase Area, in cooperation
with the University of Kentucky
Extension Service.
Leaders and other interested
persons from the West. Ky.
Region will discuss leadership
action and the roles, responsibilities and opportunities for
today's 4-H
leaders in
movement.
In addition to the various
discussion groups, each county
will have an exhibit displaying
many aspects of the 4-H
Program.
Calloway County Coordinator
for the Forum is Mrs. Arlie
Scott. Persons interested in
attending the Forum are asked
to call the County Extension
'Office at 753-1452. Other adults
assisting are Mrs. Joe Sledd,
Mrs. James Tucker, Mrs. Terry
Walters, and Mrs. Calvin
Morris.

DISMISSALS
Codie Lee Darnell, Route 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Lynda Lou Ward
and Baby Boy, Route 1, Hazel,
Miss Sande Lane Redden,406 S.
eith St., Murray, Henry Nelson
Blalock, 1514 Chaucer, Murray,
Clovis Lee Ray, 403 Ash,
Murray, Master Michael Todd
Graham, 607 West 14th St.,
Benton, Mrs. Thelma Iva West,
1112 Poplar St., Murray, Mrs.
Mattie Merl Burkeen, Route 1,
1) o not sift coarse
Almo, Orval Freeman Humes, stoneground whole-wheat flour
612 Broad St., Murray, Mrs. before adding it to a bread recspecificCurbie Jana.Edwards, 303 Pine ipe unless the recipe
sifting. 0
for
calls
ally
St., Murray, --

Square

)TORS,

Purchase Area
4-H Forum To
Be October 6

AAricr
•
rain
38 Temporary
bed
39 Wings
41 Rockfish
43 Jury list
45 Nostrils
48 Hold in high
regard
50 5ser
51 Prophet
52 Poem
64'Girt's name
55 Youngster%
56 Neckpiece.
--57-Casy - -

Fertilizer
Shortage
There is a tight supply of
fertilizer in some areas of
Kentucky this fall, and some
shortages could develop during
the next cropping year. That is
pointed out by Lloyd Murdock
and Harold Miller, Extension
soils specialists with the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Murdock and Miller say
fertiliser representatives have
indicated that shortages of
nitrogen and phosphorous could
develop in the future. Supplies
of phosphorous are even lower
than last year, and the present
price situation provides incentives for fertilizer producers
to sell phosphorous overseas.
Supplies of nitrogen could
also be critical, according to the
UK soils specialists. Since one
of the raw materials used to
manufacture nitrogen fertilizer
is natural gas, the supply of
nitrogen will be closely tied to
the
gas supply situation.
Company representatives indicate that nitrogen may be in
short supply if the winter is
abnormally cold and large
amounts of gas are needed for
heating.
Murdock and Miller encourage farmers to apply
phosphorous, potassium, and
lime this fall. These materials
will not move out of the soil and
will be available for plants next
year. The only danger of loss
comes on land which is subject
to erosion. Nitrogen for next
year's crops should be applied
in the spring.
The UK specialists point out
that farmers who fertilize this
fall won't have to do this job
during the spring rush period.
In addition, they may be able to
avoid a short supply situation
later on.

Murray State
Designated As
Test Center

RESTAURANT FIXTURES and
equipment auction. The Old
Kentucky Inn Restaurant, one of
the best and most modern
restaurants in this section, will be
sold Tuesday, September 25, 2:00
p.m., 4505 Clarks River Road,
(south edge of Paducah).
Furniture and fixtures, color
coordinated, spotless and perfectly designed, bought according to needs and we think one
of the best equipped restaurants
in this section, operated less than
four years.
If in need of anything in this
line, please check new prices and
be ready to buy some of this
merchandise at a savings.
Will try to sell silverware,
dishes and cooking utensils according to your needs and booths,
tables, chairs, stools, benches,
cash register, refrigerators,
drink fountains, grills, big
equipment in groups to supply
both large and small businessei
Come early for inspection Do
not have to move day of sale.
For information contact Phil
Jeffrey, Paducah, Kentucky.
Douglas Shoemaker, Murray,
Kentucky, phone 753-3375.
lit
SERVICES OFFERED
SCISSORS OR pinking shears
sharpened, only 39 cents. This
week only at your local Singer
Sewing Center, Belaire Shopping
SC
Center.
LOWERY'S BABY-SITTI
Service has openings for infa
to age 2 years Phone 7532620.
S22C
LICENSED ELECTRICIA)i.
Having trouble getting those odd
jobs done? Free estimate No job
to small. Phone 753October24C,
0605.
B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
basements, foundations, patios,
sidewalks, driveways, retaining
walls, etc. Septic tank in+
stallations, 437-4734 or 4374765.
October23C

CATTLEMEN—HOG producers.
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your
grain, any amount, shell com_or
ear corn, for your convenience in
Murray State University has making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
been designated as a test center Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for
for administering the National more information
October9C
Teacher Examinations Nov. 10,
according to Robert Rowan,
a sign is a
director of national testing-..at-.4 A BUSINESS without
sign of no business. Hanna Sign
the university.
TFC
College seniors preparing to Company,753-8346.
applying
for
teach and teachers
certification or licensure or JERRY'S REFINISHING &
seeking positions in school Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
systems which encourage or South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
require the NTE will be taking Jerry McCoy, owner. I 502) 492TFC
the tests. Last year about 8837.
110,000 candidates took the
are R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
examinations, which
prepared and administered by work guaranteed. Business and
Educational Testing Service, residential. Free estimates.
Princeton, N.J.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247Designation of Murray State
7201.
TFC
the
test center for
as a
give SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
will
examinations
prospective teachers in the area Electric Complete pump repair
an opportunity to compare their service. Let us check your old
the pump for you before you buy a
on
performance
examinations with candidates new one. 24 hour emergencythroughout the country who service. Phone 753September 26C
take the tests, Row_an ,said.

knowledge and understanding
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general education and subjectfield
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Call
753-1916
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SERVICES °EMBED

!iERVICF-S OFFERED

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Phone Paris,642-6561.
TFC
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-S-WO

ORDERS

- Call
753-1916

WANTED TO RENT
LEGAL NOTICE
FAMILY OF four wants to rent
three bedroom house. Phone 7530216.
S24C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE
A hearing will be held beginTIMBER-LODGE on 'Tennning at 10:00 o'clock a.m., EDT
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNTTY
Tuesday, October 9, 1973, by the
50' x SO' Metal Building on lot tiO' x 169'. 12' x 20'
Tennessee, will build complete
Public Service Commission of
HAVE YOUR own business now!
fireplaces, starting at only
office, 1 restroom finished, I unfinished, 3
Kentucky at its offices, Capital
Low cost and fast,
No financial risk. Great potential
6695.00. Selection of stones
Plaza Tower, 24th Floor, at
overhead doors, ample parking. Perfect for most
efficient service.
working part time. Phone 753available
Satisfaction
Frankfort, Kentucky, in Case No.
any
buisness. Just a few feet from 4th Street.
1470.
October 17C
guaranteed. Phone 901-5935883, as to the reasonableness of
Stree
t being paved now. Possession 90 days.
=4.
the following rate schedule
TFC
NOTICE
changes which the West Kentucky
T.L. Asphalt Paving
Rural
Telephone
Now on Friday evenings:
Cooperative Corporation, Inc., of
-Driveways -Parking areas
representing
Mayfield, Kentucky, proposes to E GLEANER combin
Repairs.
e in good SEWING MACHINE prices
place in effect, upon approval by condition, with cab,
Plieue 247-7281 anytime
robot control reduced on every machine in the
the
Commis
sion,
as to all its and grain head. For further in- store
All wirk guaranteed, free
at your local Singer Sewing
members and subscribers served formation phone 753-560
2 between Machine Dealer, Murray Sewing
by its automatic dial exchanges 8:00a.m.and 4:30 p,m.
S24C Center in the Belaire Shopping
in Kentucky at
Fairdealing,
(1076:RING BY Sears Sears
P.O. Box 902
Center.
S24C
Hardin, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
seamless gutters. installed per
SMITH-CORONA automatic 12
Sikest
Missou
on,
ri
Grove,
and
New
Concor
d,
to electric typewriter, used
your specifications. Call Larry
one 1973 HONDA C-70 step through
become effective upon conLyles at 753-2310 for free
Phone 314-471-6000
month. Phone 753-8257.
cycle. Excellent condition Less
522C
version to one-party private lines
estimate.
TFC
Watcn this award-winning
than 350 miles. Good price. Phone
of all existing and future phone
program at 7:00 p.m,, Channel
services to such members and TRAVEL TRAILER, like new 753-6776 after 5:00 p.m., or all day
ROY HARMON firdah carpenter. B&C CONSTRUCTION work. 12
° S24C
lir, shower, bath, self contained Saturday.
subscribers:
Custom building and remodeling. Complete block basements,Brought to you
by
MORE 'TIME Pm GONG
S22C
Class of Service-Business-Re- Phone 753-8072.
walls,
Houses trimmed-formica tops re:aining
patios, RONALD W BESMEAR. Special Agent
FIVE GOATS. Phone 436sidence
and doors-Quality
work- Adewalks, etc. Ten years ex- 711 Wain Si.
SEAML
5345.
NORTH
ESS
WESTE
GUTTE
RN
RS.
S24('
Baked
perien
ce.
1-party
Free estimates. Phone
manship. Phone 753-0790.
private line, $12.00 per
TFC
NOTICE
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
MUTUAL LIFE •
437-4734 or 437NOTICE
mo., $8.50 per mo.
MILWAUKEE
Extensions-91.75 per mo., $1,25 years. For free detailed estimate MOBILE HOME, 8' wideSeptember26NC
RECIEVE FREE service or
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- ;765.
phone Atkins Gutter Service, Anderson, $1,000.00. Very good
RAVIN
G
PROB
LEMS
per
mo.
with your
inspettion on any type of vacuum
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Murray,7534407 or 753condition., Priced for immediate
hearin
g
or
understanding. For Key System Extension-91.75 per
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
Tennessee will do your stone
8092.
October10C sale. Also upright piano, $100,00.
free hearing checkup and con- mo.
Byer
your
at
local
Kirby
Vacuu
m
work Large selections of stone.
Phdne 753-7265.
S24C
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359 sultation. Call your Belton Simultaneously with the apPhone 901-593-3534.
TFC
641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua
consult
ant,
day or night.
753-0632. October3C plication of such rates all mileage
October10C
At Public Auction for cash on October 1, 1973, at 1:00
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy COMPLETE HUNTING archer
y
charges for private line service
o'clock p.m. will be sold a 1963 Pontiac to satisfy a
TIME and part time
puddles, parakeets, fish and gear. 50 lb. "Grizzly"
bow
through said exchanges will be
Mechanic's Lien in the sum of $128.66 at Sanders & Purtior
opening children 3 to 5, ABC Play
supplies. Phone 753n
Twelve fiberglass Kodiak arrows
ADVERTISING
discontinued and no mileage 1862.
School, for information call 753Motor Sales, West Math Street, Murray, Kentucky.
October11C (six broadheads). Bow, quiver,
DEADLINES
charges shall be made to such
8507 after 5 p.m. call 753arm protector, glove, etc. Cost
members and subscribers served
8905.
S21C
.All display ads, classified
over $135.001ast year. First $63.00
by
said
six
BASS
exchan
ges.
BOAT,
15'
Fabugl
ass
Pro
display
and
regular
S24P
Application to the Commission Model-1972, 65 H.P. Mercury takes it. 753-7683.
display, must be submitted
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
for
approv
trollin
al
of said rate schedule
g motor. Phone 753by
12
noon,
the
day before
MOBILE HOME. Must sell. Has
Company, 60'7 South 4th Street.
is being made.
9467.
--I
S21C central heat, all electri
publication.
'%I,* ii
Phone 753-6346.
Octoberl7C
c, three
WEST
KENT
UCKY
RURAL
All reader classifieds
bedrooms, its baths, completely
TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE
ust be submitted by 4
Opening 1iin., Sept. 21
II different patIeras of.... carpeted. Phone 753-7609.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
S24C
CORPORATION,Lnc.S21-28&01C
m. the day before
9:00 a fn - 5:30 p.m.
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
ARMSTRONG
307 N. tth. Murray
blication.
VINYL CUSHION FLOR TWO BUNK bed mattresses
FOR SALE
•••••••••4••••
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Phone 753-4609.
Ii r and 12' widths
S24NC
located
ti ACRE lot,
in Aurora,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
'or mobile home Phone 354-8161
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-11131,
WIGGINS
after 7:00 p.m.
or 354-8161, after 5:00p.m. TFC
September 28C
FURNITURE
ANTIQUE CHIFFEROBE; black
WANDA NA/ICE - PE6CY NOEL
tva miles North 641
and silver pole lamp; new SmithCARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
FOR ALL your coal needs call or
Pbew,7534588
Corona typewriter. Phone 753sod RTEDA CUNNIN644M
steam cleaned. Phone Curt
write Edward Ipoek, Route 1, ,...atesi 8:08-6:311 Mon. duo Sat. 9364.
S24C
Master 40-2504.
Nebo,Kentucky 249-3622.
S24C
now employed at the
YAMAHA MOTORCYCLE 200, KENT ELECTRIC guitar, like
BIGGEST SALE of the year. The
KELLY'S TERMITE and Fast
electric start, 1971 model, call new. Never been used. Only
Singer Sale-A-Than now at your
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
$50.00. Phone 4364830.
753-8958 after 5 p.m.
S24C
11th Street, "Every day you
Singer Sewing Machine
dalay lets bugs have their
Dealer.
S21C HOME COMFORT,oil stove
Dixieland Shopping Center
with TWO UPHOLSTERED chairs,
TFC
150 or 200 gallon oil barrels, both for $25.00 or $15.00 each.
In
For Appoitlyseat
ENGAGEMENT RING and
753-7132
thermostat control $150.00. Also good condition. Also chord
organ
wedding band, Keepsake, 1.4
1971 four wheel drive jeep, (Magnus), needs
repair, any
carat, 9125.00 for set. Phone 753JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
commando, five new tires, reasonable offer. Phone
753-7939
4807 or 7534669.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
S21C completely carpeted, AM
and FM after 4:00p.m.
S22C
carpentry. Phone 753-6897 days or
radio $2,495.00. Call 437-4227
1973 HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
753-7625 nights.
TFC
before 9 a.m. or after 6 p.m. S25C
minibike 90cc, 12 miles, one
SEWING MACHINE-1972 Good
month old 9345.00, perfect, call
For the convenience of the Citizens of
TRUCK FOR sale, 1965 GMC, 14' Housekeeper, like new. $100.00 or
FOR ALL your additionsafter 5 p.m. 489-2176.
best offer. Gibson acoustic guitar
S21P bed, and new tires also
Murray and Calloway County . .
remodeling, residential or
8 ton
commercial. New or old. Free
wench with power take-off for and case. In good condition.
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER GM truck. Call 753-5996 after 6 $100.00. Phone 767-4748.
estimates. Call 7534123.
S24C
TFC
Smith-Corona. Phone 787.4254. p.m.
S25C
MAILING MACHINE. Elliot
Good condition.
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
S21C
Dymatic 3101. Ideal for church
10
SPEE
D
Wester
n
Flyer
7-12 Noon Saturday
ALUKINIJM
THREE FAMILY carport sale. bicycle, perfect condition call bulletins
or
organization
newsletters. Will sacrifice,
Water skis, bowling ball, baby 753-4696 after 5pin.
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
SIDING
S21C
Contact Gene McCutcheon at The
furniture, mimeograph machine,
Starting September 1, 1973
children and adult clothes, GARAGE
Maintenance Free - No
SALE, Friday, Ledger & Times, 103 N. 4th St..
bedding, landscaping rocks Saturday Monday, 10 asn.-5 p.m. 753-1916,
SIINC
More Painting
electric appliances, furniture, Antiques, toys, dishes, clothes
We cover all wood. It will
,
NEW
CHILE/
S
PLATE
and many other items. 503 radio,1807 Wiswell, rain or shine.
cut 30 per-cent off your
l)UP NEW MENU ChoiceON
of
H m bur qnr . hot
Poplar, Friday, September 21, 753-1611.
flog ch,clitrn
heat bill
S21C
-'9 Or crab cake. with french
9:00 a.m.-5:00 pin., Saturday,
.iies and a hot veqctable All
September 22,800 a.m.-2:00 p.m. ROUND TAB
Call for Free Estimates.
69 (I•rttS
nch with laBehind Love's Studio.
494-8886
S21C inch le
TPiANGI F tNN
irs, $25.00.
Call 753p.m. S21C
ATTENTION FARMERS!!
FIREWOOD. WW deliver. Phone
753-8410 after 5:00 p.m.
S22C TANDEM AXLE car transport Rhodes Feed Mill has' received
CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
trailer, two ramps. 1967 Ford B- another truck load of gates.
pushing, fence row, stumps and
CORN PICKER-two row, New ear transport, complete 24 foot ,Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
ditches, etc. Phone 753- ,
Ideal. Phone 753-5186.
S26P steel double level cattle and hog 120.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate
9807.
bctber 19C
box. Call Paris 6434298 or Martin $19.40,6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST 587-2964.
WII,I. DO trash and brush
S25C 8ft. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain
variety of pistols. Buy now while
hauling Reasonable rates. Phone
you can still get them at RED RUG with pad 12 x 15, Call link gate $15.40, 1411 chain link
753-6130.
TFC
reasonable prices. Country Boy 753-4959.
S21C gate $16.50, 161t. chain link gate
$17.50. Also 6ft. steel post 51.30.35
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
DOZER SERVICE 0-6 caterpercent hog supplement ( pellet
from
Hopkin
svWe,
pillar Phone 753-9607
Juncti
BOATon
117
BOST
October
ON Whaler, 14'
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 with trolling motor, 40 H.P. or meal) 512.00 cwt. 40 percent
I9C
p.m.
S22C Johnson motor and Parisline hog supplement ( pellet or meal )
$13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
trailer. Phone 436-2245.
S24C
41 per cent dairy concentrate
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Don't read this unless you're
$8.25 cwt. Trarnisol cattle
Mayfield, Kentucky on the MOBILE HOME
Woking tor a mobile hpme with
, 12' x 52', two
igh quatity and low cost If you
wormer boluses 65 cents each
Benton
Highwa
y.
Travel
trailer
s,
bedroo
ms, 11
/
2baths, central heat
are, than Start looking at
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
pickup camper, toppers. We also and air, washer fully
Bill's geobile Homes
,
un- 65 cent
Highway 541 South
each. Rhodel-read Mill
rent campers by the week or derpenned. Phone
753-0263. S24C
Cuba, Kentucky. 382weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489Murray,
and
2303.
October 9c
S22C IT'S APPLE time in Union City, 2593.
3900 Clarks R,yer Road
T
Hig
enh
oewss
aee
y. at Flippin Hillbilly
VA and bank fnantiflO
CREOSOTE POIF-S,8' to 25' and Barn. on Union City-H
ickman COLOR T V -19". 526983 Roby
available
treated fence posts., Murray
Sales, Highway 68.
Open 6:30 a.m. • 5:30 p.m.
,ait collect for Information
Red
delicio
pi
us,
tiathwe
iL ,tvittfewr:. 4.7 7r:MiliWordi
Benton.
"
Kentucky.
A46414FleTiVie'b
asis O"
753 7303 Murray
g
idail,
,
e,K,;
,
sjdproa
tac
;
appaso
KINDE
dsk
RGARTEN and PRE-SCHOOL 3, 4, 5'
i .t-.siy,kitsons..,outlic
-:5:0fIlWriC,x ,.,..
Or
Street.
S22C
ea
nn Niche] 4 nellind ha9
and Sales as the outstanding young college gee
443 6150 PaChICah
•.""
---- ' '---- -^'
65 NO
Stadium View Drive
s24c
Phone 753-7962
REGRET, the best yet' Blue
cents.
in
Kentu
cky.
..,ps.tror
GIRL'S CLOTHES,size 12 and 14.
.Wri...19390
Lustre
,
115,3111Mt19.9., ..a.• •
cleans
carpets
.
•
'991.rtt
Or.
w.
,
„"vce,sr, •..••••0,........9.7,19/397,1•
Phone 753-2477 after 2:30p.m.
beautifully. 'Rent electric
•
PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- INSURANCE!
,6i3
mAT
s
r
knITY
ns,CLOTH
.06Eittrit
sizetwe
l6,
! HOMEOWN- LYNN WARNER, badkhoe and
terioe., city or farm. Quality
,David now makes his home in Murray and
31P9n1p9041,' fl-.04.,ik
jc,, Belai
iare
farmowners, mobile gravel. Phone 4744713.
MC
'Shopping Center:- •
Fotospnably priced. For free. ERS,
S22C
dresses
homes, automobii", low rates,
753-140
,
7.
S2IC
1973
YAMA
HA
125
MX. Phone
estimate phone 437-4790 or 437- excellent claim
and
at:
him
service
.
See
us
WANT
ED:
753-816
7 after 6:00p.m.
VOTERS to re-1
.4712
S22P THREE JERSE
•
Octoberilerbefore you buy. Galloway In- registe
Y baby calves FOR BETTER cleaning-, to keep
r te
its November
753-551
surance & Realty, phone 7533.
•
S21C colors gleaming, use Blue Lustre
general election. Steve YarMUST SELL for balance dueCEMENT CONTRACTOR. Lee 5642.
carpet cleaner. Rent • electric
Odober25c brough, candidate for
color
consol
e TV., AM-FM stereo
Citi
Childress & Son, 7534170. Patio,,
Shampooer fl. Kwik-Plk Market,
FORD
GAND
Y
Fertili
zer
and
Council
.
console. LiXe new organ. J&B
, S24P
garages, walks,etc.
t
lime spreader, ten foot. Almost Five Points,
S22C
Music, phone 753-7575.
SepteMber27P
S22C new, used very little.
sagetrrimiseirsses 00000 rirs-rirs-rmi
Case
wagon
re-n
.
,
ri
5-55
53
% _, mopEssior4
C -AbeooDug.." inid--..
with 6-ply tires. Good shape. SETTER FEMALE outstanding.
FERAL! Pore Frosty- Morn
All-Meat . .
11 months old. 95 per cent white
Phone
435-4362.
S21
lirr-at=lAtiRiatiiiizerpottagkienakilittret
CAMERA,
and orange. Not gun shy. Classy
Olpp
with - a personal touch By aprittriif•"---::
FOR SALE
prospect. All papers to register.
......... ..
.
1972- YAIIAUA--124-gluier
'pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753tait Spatmatie
saallant• stale. • Flaisiiaa- ar
elatts
•
tif-star8trras. Like
F 1.4 S.M.C. lens. Phone
October2NC
bloodti
ner:Pliotte Eddie:Bair.t* :new. Prited
1134103.
'sell. 812 Olive 306 South 11th
•
joitoef
Street,- Mmray;
•
Street atter 41313Pm,
524P 753-3301.
S24NC

LONG TERM
FARM LOANS

By Owner

Mid Delta
Agency

Kenos City Life
Instance Compety

Call 753-4857 or 753-7244

"60 Minutes"

"IP HE MENTIONS 11-1E WATERGATE
PLUMBERS ONE
10 WHACK HIM ONE."

NOTICE

AU.

171,eAeA'ailyug
SPECIALITY
SHOP

*ek Green Thumbs

It's Time for Fall Planting

l

We have a large selection of

PLANTS -

TERIALS

* lnsecticdes
* Herbicides

* Holly
* Bulbs
* Azaleas
* Evergreen

are

BEAUTY BOX
es

* Fertilizers
* Potted Soil

* Peat Moss
* Tools

The Land Fill Hours

* Grass Seed

* Shade Trees

HOLLY

Congratulations

Japanese and Chinese
Over 12 Varieties
2000 to Choose From
1 Gal. to Commercial Landscaping Size

I....11111.ClitUatt441-.144R41144P,W
4TUL.

-

DAVID

David Travis was selected as one of
INC top agents-1u The college market
division for Northwestern Mutual in
the entire country.

invites you to come by

visit

The Whitehouse414--711 Main 'street,

IsIORTHWESTEW

ON OR' GROCERY

MiLWALIKEE

it

.
'1"Att.
"441.1.1t
IE

•••,--•••
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Call

Ca
3-1916
'

753-1916SO it With' A Classified

SALE

Ad 75 916

a,

•••-••
•

MKSALE OR LEASE

9'. 12' x 20'
finished, 3
rct for most
4th Street.
90 days.

!44

CHINE prices
7 machine in the
cal Singer Sewing
r, Murray Sewing
Be!sire Shopping
S24C

3-70 step through
it condition. Less
Good price. Phone
00 p.m., or all day
" S24C

Phone 436S24C

1ME, 8' wide100.00. Very good
:ed for immediate
ght piano, $100.00.
S24C

IUNTING archery
"Grizzly" bow
ass Kodiak arrows
ds). Bow, quiver,
glove, etc. Cost
it year. First $65.00
S24P
to.

IE. Must sell. Has
all electric, three
baths, completely
re 753-7609. S24C
bed

mattresses
S24NC

IFFEROBE; black
!lamp; new Smithmiter. Phone 753S24C

TRIC guitar, like
been used. Only
136-5830.
S24C

LSTERED chairs,
0 or $15.00 each. In
1. Also chord organ
reeds repair, any
ten. Phone 753-7939
S22C

LCHINE-1972 Good
, like new. $100.00 or
bson acoustic guitar
n good condition
S24('
e 767-4748.

NACHINE. Elliot
I. Ideal for church
organization
or
Will sacrifice,
McCutcheon at The
nes, 103 N. 4th St..
SNC

LOS PL ATE ON
MENU Cho,ce of
r hof doq ch.rIken
cake. wan french
hot v.qclable All
.•.(.I F INN

)IV FARMERS!!
Mill has. received
ck load of gates.
., 5-slat panel gate
, 5-slat panel gate
lain link gate, $12.75,
ik gate $13.50, 10 ft.
ate $14.60, 12ft chain
5.40, 14ft chain link
16ft. chain link gate
;ft. steel post $1.30. 35
supplement (pellet
2.00 cwt. 40 percent
lent ( pellet or meal)
71y blocks $2.20 each.
I dairy concentrate
Tromso' cattle
uses 65 cents each
'attic wormer boluses
N. Rtiotreed Mill
[city. WVOctober 9c

r.-19", $269.88. Roby
lhway 68, Benton.

lT, the best yet Blue
cleans
carpets
. Rent electric
/1.01kil1ajw Pelaire
.nter.
S22C

ER cleaning', to keep
ning, use Blue Lustre
aner. Rent - electric
117Xwilt-Ptk Market,
S22C

'EMAI.E outstanding.
r)id. 95 per cent white
Not gun shy. Classy
ill papers to register.
E4aLa--stale.
Plinive Eddie
110r Street,- Murray:
S24NC.

FOR RENT

GROCERY STORE with or
without living quarters. Will take
house or farm in on trade. Phone
753-1408.
September21P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PEST CONTROL

SLEEPING ROOMS for men, FOR THE best in pest control
furnished, private entrance, air service and termite control call
conditioned, refrigerator. Superior Exterminating ComZimmerman Apartments, South pany, 753-7266.
16th. Phone 753-6609.
S25C
TF'C

TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
trailer court 2/
1
2 miles east of
HELP WANTED
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE'
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
WANTED SOMEONE to mow 753-2377.
S22C
TWO ACRES, nice building site,
lawn. Inquire at 1309 Main
south of Coldwater on Highway
Street.
S24P FURNISHED FOUR bedroom 1836.
Phone 489-2436.
S24C
house near University. Ideal for 4
WANTED CASHIER, waitress, to 6 girls or boys. Phone 753-7575 WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
S26C Murray, for your new home or
day shift only, 10:30 a.m. to 5:00 or 753-0669.
mobile home. Call owner 753p.m. Apply in person to Long
FURNISHED TWO bedroom 0774.
John Silver's,South 12th
023C
Street.
S22C house. Good location. Carpeted,
gas heat. Available now. Couple,
WANTED DESK clerk. No ex- no pets. Phone 753-9903 after 4:00 BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
S22C Sharpe Street, beside park, near
perience necessary. Dependable, p.m.
schools, shopping
center,
male preferred. $1.70 per hour.
university. Phone i 606)5493:00-11:00 p.m. shift. Apply in
October8C
person at Ftegal 8 Inn.
S22C,FURNISHED OR unfurnished 2494.
two bedroom apartment, central
45 ACRES more or less, 10 miles
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now heat and air, wall to wall carpet. southeast of Mt5 cle;13.n old
to December 1st. Weekly Available now. Phone 753Murraytcogd
, apOctober9C proximo
paycheck, no collecting, no 4331.
lliJa
cleared.
delivery, no cash investment.
The rest
rolling and hilly
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy
woodland. $5500.00. 753-6257. S22P
October1C
Frick,527-7133.
AUTOS FOR SALE
SEMI DRIVERS with three years
experience to run 15 states. Must
have 6 months experience on
steel or machinery. Call Ace
Doran Hauling & Rigging
Company, Mayfield, Kentucky
502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
October 18C

CHEVELLE-1970 SS396, Cowl
induction, 2 U.S. mags, 8.5 x 15
and 2 new ET mags 10 x 15.
Engine just been rebuilt, just
repainted, new Gabriel Hi-Jacker
air shocks, new tires, Roger
Ward on back, factory tach and
gauges. Guaranteed to be in
perfect shape. $2,000.00. Phone
AVERAGE $5.00 an hour 753-3226 after 5:00 p.m. and ask
demonstrating toys, part time. for Bobby. If not there phone 436Between now and December. 2385.
S21C
House of Lloyd party plan, hiring
now in Murray in all area towns. BUICK SKYLARK-1970, double
Weekly commission pay checks, power and air. Less than 25,000
plus green stamps. Free training. actual miles. One year still left on
Hostess gifts and supplies. Only 2 warranty $2,000.00. Phone 753more weeks of hiring. Call 753- 6965.
S21C
8291.
S24C
MERCURY COUGAR, 1967
Recently overhauled, new tires,
phone 489-2524, W.B.Emerson.
S21P

By Owner
THREE
BEDROOM
BRICK,large family room,
2 baths-all ceramic tile,
central air and heat, 1980 i
square feet of living space, E.
built-ins
in
kitchen. E
Located two miles from 1
town on a one acre wooded =
area. Phone 753-2780,
Days; 753-7682 Evenings
alter 9:00.

ight Manager
Needed
Jerry's
Restaurant

•
.••
• MOVING? I

TWO BEDROOM house, 1402
Storey Ave. Ideal for single or
couple. Lots of shrubbery, and a
•
,
,
44
'
1.-^,
,,
,, •.:111 '..
1.1141et,Pinta oi,.,N.c.,..3W,,,4it,
r4fC1Orallit•VS•99riltl?ihealtidEAMIRSLOVI
8
753-7489,
S24C •
•
*
•
•
•
•
...,
•
FOUR BEDROOM, two bath, a
• MOVE OUT from town. Go nearer the lake. This four •
unfurnished house, carpet, •
a bedroom house is certainly a good buy at $12,900. Included &
,central gas„„heat.,, ciialiwasher,
& is an acre of land, mobile home space, and clean-up shop. •
•
Lease required. Phone days 753- U
•
•
1688, after 5:00 p.m. 753-6278.S24P •
MOVE OUT to Kirksey. 5 acres with several outbuildings •
• and nice shaded three bedroom house. $16.500.
•
•
ONE BEDROOM furnished •
•
•
apartment, all electric, heat and • MOVE OUT into a new business. call today about
com-11,,,
air conditioned. Close to
mercial sites. Excellent locations to attract local traffic
university. Phone 753-4478 or 753- • and fouristS, 100.
•
6199.
S27C

SEE US TODAY *

or single:506 Plite Street or phone
S27NC
753-3499.
.
•
TWO BEDROOM bra holm S
S
with large den. Excellent
dition.
Three miles front
Murray.Space for garden. Phone •
753-3597 or 753-5068
S22( en

JOHN RANDOLPH -REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY
1111 SYCAMOREJohn or Joretts Randolph 753-130
Keith Rays dildell

by Owner
74 Acre Farm located 7.5
miles west of Murray.
Excellent
highway
Frontage. Land is in excellent stat,
. of fertility.
Phone 753-9061 until 5:00
p.m. Monday through
Friday.
After 5:00 p.M. and Sat.
and Sunday-753-7737.

MUSIC

WANT TO BUY

TWO OR three bedrooms,located WANT TO BUY 1 to 114 acres
east of Murray or near Shiloh, around Murray, with or without
approximately $23,000.00.
water and sewerage. Phone 7533 bedrooms with 3-5 acres 9391 or 753-7882.
S27C
within 2 miles of Murray. Would
consider older home.
3 bedrooms with at least one WANT TO BUY timothy hay. Call
S25C
acre lot, prefers north of Murray. 7674105.
Under $25,000.00.
Wants to trade old house with
MUSIC
acreage for house with large lot.
Contact Wilson Real Estate 753- PIANO SALE. As low as $505.00.
3263; Loretta Jobs, 753-6079; Bill Lonardo Piano Company, across
Adams, 753-5657; Wayne Wilson, from Post Office, Paris, Tenbroker, 753-5086.
S21C
S22C nessee.
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
17 copies of the Ledger & Times.
Please bring by the Ledger &
Times Office, 103 North 4th
Street.
TFNC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

MUSIC

Back to School Specials ... .

MUSIC LESSONS
-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

-Drums
-Banjo
-Band

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

-Accordion
-Guitar
-Trumpet

JOB MUSIC CENTER
Dixieland -753-7575- Murray

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
PIANO, BAND Instrument, Rent to purchase plan. Loner&
violin, guitar and jazz lessons Piano Company, across from
Phone- Erwin or Pat Chandler Post Office, Paris, TenS21C
753-1470.
September 29C nessee.

PIANO
TUNING-repairi:
:rebuilding. Prompt expert serf
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky,
Phone 753-8911.
TFC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying.and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We have a
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.
COMMERCIAL LOT WITH old house at 103 N. 12th Street. A good investment
for someone.
A BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on Hwy. 641 North just 5 miles. Wooded lot, 3
bedrooms,central heat and air, draperies,all built-ins, carpet, fireplace and on
city water. One and three-tenths acre let.

FOR SALE

BY OWNER-two story brick
house with full size basement,
three large bedrooms, two baths,
living room, dining room and
kitchen. Has garage apartment
with two bedrooms, kitchen
living room, bath and utility
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
p.m. for appointment. September
CHEVROLET-1969 ones ton 26C
truck, with good metal bed and
Apply in Person
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
radio. $1800.00. Phone 4355312.
STIP baths, central heat and air,
range, dishwasher, disposal.
CHEVROLET-1972, 2,572 miles. Landscaped, trees, fenced yard.
Will sell reasonable. 209 South Phone 753-8416.
S21C
15th Street or phone 753-5683. S22C
S. 12th St.
COUNTRY LOTS, extra large.
Restricted, water. $3500.00.
WANTED COOK, part time and 1951 CHEVY pick-up truck all Phone Sam Harris 753full time, night shift. Apply in good rubber, all brand new /0061.
October 19C
person to Long John Silver's, brake shoes. Needs a generator,
THREE BEDROOM brick, with
South 12th Street.
S24C voltage regulator. 753-6179.
$50.
S21C all extras. $1,000.00 down, take
over pa)ments. Inquire at 1218
PART TIME service station
S27P
attendant wanted, 24 hours per 1965 MUSTANG, new paint, Melrose, Murray.
week, start at $1.80 per hour. rebuilt engine and stereo $725.00
S21P UNBELIEVABLE
Apply in person at DO-ect Oil, 7th or best offer, 436-5550.
BARGAIN,
&Main
but you will have to look inside to
1TC
CHEVROLET-1973 pickup, appreciate how much. A nice
white with 36" topper, long wheel three bedroom home with living,
FOB RENT
base. Phone 753-043.
S27C dining, kitchen, bath and utility
room. Can be purchased for
TWO BEDROOM house, 104 BISCAYNE-1964, V8, $12,750.00. Near Carter School
North 9th Street. Contact Har- automatic, four door sedan, solid and university. Lot 130' x 110'.
ding Williams at 236 Locust, throughout. $400.00 firm. Phone Two "B-1 Business" lots on
Minonk,Illinois 61760.
S21C 436-5361 after 6:00 p.m.
S2-P Dudley at Whitnell.
Two choice residential lots in
APARTMENT FOR older couple CHEVELLE SS-396-1970, one Bagwell.
or single, 506 Pine Street or phone owner. Still under warranty. For information on these or any
S25C Shadow gray with black vinyl multiple listed properties call
753-3449.
top. Factory mags, air, power, C.O. Bondurant Realty, 753-9954
S24C
THREE BEDROOM brick house, console, automatic, tape with 4 or 753-3460.
242 Covey Drive. $150.00 per speakers, new tires. Can be seen
month. Phon 753-0312 after 4:00 at Kirksey, Kentucky. Phone 489- REDUCED FOR sale in Stella,
S24P three bedroom brick, large
S24C 2176.
family room with fireplace, game
30' x 50' BUILDING with four OLDSMOBILE 442-1969, power room, formal dining and formal
Overhead doors. Gas heat and air brakes, power steering, air, living room, all carpeted.
compressor furnished. Auto factory mag wheels, vinyl roof, Radiant ceiling heat, double car
hoist. Good. location. Phone 753- factory tape deck. $1475.00 Phone garage. On large lot. Immediate
S24P possession. Phone 753-2469 after
3018.
S24C 753-6215.
5.00 p.m. for appointment. S24C
FURNISHED APARTMENT, VOLKSWAGEN-1965 good
two bedrooms, with garage. To condition,$525.00. Phone 436REDUCED FOR sale in Stella,
S24P 8.7 acres on good blacktop road.
mature couple or single. 1½ 5880.
baths, water furnished. No
Perfect building site. Phone 753children:no pets. Phone 7532469. after 5:00 p.m.
S24C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1438.
S24C

•
•
•
APARTMENT FOR older couple •

Farm for Sale

WANT TO BUY

ON OLD 641 NORTH IS A NICE OLDER FRAME HOME redecorated and
remodeled. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms and on large lot. Has built-in range and
oven and on city water. Priced to sell,$14,500.00.
LYNN GROVE-BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on
approximately one acre, with central heat and au, two baths, fireplace and
large family room. 22' x n workshop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.
HOUSE AND LOT IN ALMO. Lot 50' X 210'. Has new paneling, new electric wall
heaters, 2 bedrooms and bath, kitchen and dining room. Large living room.
Garage and workshop downstairs. Only $7,000.00.
LARGE LOVELY OAK in this front yard on Glendale Road. Nice brick home
with kitchen-family room, central air conditioning and electric heat. Can be
used as 2 or 3 bedroom home. Has built-in range, utility room, outside storage
and small office or hobby room behind carport. Nice hardwood floors. Built by
an architect for his home. Priced right.
EXTRA NICE FUNISHED HOME at Lakeway Shores on water view lot 117' by
121'. Aluminum siding, basement, electric heat, air conditioner, built-in range
and oven, 2 bedrooms, formal dining room, large family room with fireplace;
patio, garage. On paved street and community water. Everything for leisurly
year around living and a really good price.
ABOUT TWO MILES **III on 641 and on a lot over an acre in size is a nice 3
Bedroom brick home. Hai 2 baths, large recreation room, central heat and air,
carpet, beautiful ftreplace. All rooms are spacious. Call for more information.
FOUR ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
and with view of Highway 68 bridge On paved road and city Wolter. This is a
prime location and priced right.
ON THE BEST WATER-VIEW LOT at Panorama Shores Lovely rustic type
home. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms, electric heat, 3 air-conditioners, all built-ins,
washer-dryer hook-up, family room, 2 fireplaces. Large double garage. On
community water and on paved street with paved drive. Must see to appreciate.
MODERATELY PRICED BRICK HOME ,r.'th central head and air. Three
bedrooms,2 baths, kitchen-family room, ut,lity, carport and large lot. Located
on Catalina near Keenland Drive.
LAKE COTTAGE ON KIRBY .JENNINGS TRIAL. Newly remodled and
painted. 3 room cottage and bath. On large wooded lot. Budget priced, $8,900.
AT 307 N. 7th STREET is a large 5 bedroom home with aluminum siding on
large lot 80' X 450' Has fireplace, 2 baths, washer-dryer hook-up. Bargain at
$12,800.00.
DO YOU LIKE A SPLIT-LEVEL home on lot with nice trees? We have it at 1207
Doran Road Has 4 bedrooms, formal dining room, family room, 2 car garage,
central heat and air, all carpet and tile. All built-Ins. The kichen is a beauty.
ON 17 ACRES OF LAND. New split level brick veneer home 11
/
2 miles southeast
of Almo. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, carpets. Anderson
windows, built-in range. House still under construction
ON 94 WEST just 21
/
2 miles East of Tri-City is a 9 room frame house on about 21
/
2
acres of land. Has hardwood floors, 4 bedrooms, huge family room, welL Priced
to sell at $15,000.00.
BEAUTIFUL NEW Hi iME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms, central
heat and air, carpet, baths, all built-ins, family room, 2 car garage and
storage galore On lot 150' x 180' and immediate possession. Call to see this one.

THE HERSCHEL CORN HOME on Lynn Grove Road in the best location in the
county. On over one acre lot with beautiful large trees, shrubbery and a parklike setting. This is an extra large remodeled home. The size of the rooms will
astound you. Modern kitchen with all buit-ins, paneled den, large formal dining
room,extra large living room with fireplace and adjoining sun parlor and patio.
Designed for gracious living entertaining. Has 2 baths, 5 bedrooms. Has central
heat and air and on city water. You must see to realize the potential. Call for
appointment to see. Possession with deed.
"ONE HOUR MARTTNIZING" BUSINESS for sale. Good for a man and wife
operation. All equipment is in good condition and building is in good state of
repair and leased at reasonable rent. Profitable business. Details to interested
parties. Shown by appointment.
FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On large corner lot,
llth and Poplar. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, 3 fireplaces, 3
car carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement, large patio, all modern conveniences and extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown
by appointment only.
/
2 miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 11
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
tobacco barn. Call for other details.
1211 MELROSE IS A really nice moderately priced 3 bedroom brick home. Has
electric baseboard heat, tile bath with shower, carpet, utility, pantry and
outside storage. $19,000.00.
ONE OF THE BEI ER BRICK HOMES IN MURRAY at 809 Olive Street. Has 6
bedrooms,3 baths and on 90' x 240' lot. Has 3 fireplaces, 10 closets, steel beam
construction, basement. All built-ins in kitchen. Large family room, fenced
yard. Must see to appreciate.
AN OLDER FRAME HOME at 501 Vine in good condition has 1'1 acre lot with
orchard in back, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, gas furnace, fireplace, basement.
821,500.00.
1209 DORAN ROAD-BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house on large
corner lot with 3 baths, fully carpeted, double carport, central heat and air and
plenty of built-ins. Yard is professionally landscaped. Must see. Call for an
appointment.
LOVELY FRAME HOME at 111 N. 7th Street. Has extra nice carpet, 3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, basement with garage, central heat. Has fireplace and
formal dining room. Priced to sell.
FRAME HOUSE ON 3 ACRES just East of Dexter on Brooks Chapel Road. Has
3 bedrooms & bath, good well, new roof. $8,800.00.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn.
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.
If WHITNELL ESTATES, this 3 bedroom brick has huge rustic den with
beamed Cathedral Ceiling,large kitchen, dining room,2 baths, central heat and
air, large walled in patio for privacy. On wooded lot in one of Murray's best
locations. A real good price.
121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice douole car
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house
Priced to sell, $37,500.00.
503 S 16TH A NEWLY REMODELED and completely redecorated home
White painted brick. Has 2 baths, full basement, 3 bedrooms, central heat and
air, 2 car garage, new carpet. Really nice and on 90' X 360' lots. Call for appointment to see.
BEAUTIFUL LAKE LOTS at Sugar Creek Subdivision, About 12 wooded, water
front lots. Other fine wooded lots near the water and Irving Cobb Fishing Lodge.
These are fine lots - not the run of the mill. Call us for details.

20 ACRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S. 16th St. The best piece
of land left in the city. Call for details.

REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Bi-oad St. 3 bedrooms, central
gas heat, o/ basement, 2 air conditioners, draperies, some carpet. Priced right
at $17,500.00.

IN EAST Y MANOR, really nice 3 bedroom brick veneer, like new. On large,
well landscaped lot. 11
/
2 baths, utility, built-ins lots of cabinets in kitchen. This
well kept and just like living in town except no city taxes to pay. Must see to
appreciate.

CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street.-New attractive
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two baths, tWo car
garage, fully carpeted, and ready for possession Must look at this price
$34,500.00. "

COTTAGE NEAR AKE-TWO BEDROOM frame cottage partly furnished,
four tenths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Dock,$7,250.00.

NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5 acres of good land. Lots of blacktop
frontage, about l miles north of Kirksey. Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet
and good well. liarge transferable VA Loan.

WHERE CAN YOU BUY a 3bedroom brick house with full dry basement, living
C.1•1 '-'7/1,%WA '"votv5r04.-,Has
thliire7w.lriErirarE""46-Ria654
BRICK
two-car
it.
Give
us
a
We
have
call.
120,000.(g)?
garage,fireplace,.and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at $17,000.00.

ll,i4HErrii.

•

ON COMMERICIAI LOT-104 S 12th St. Exceptionally nice frame house with
basement. 4 bedrooms, family room, 1% baths. Nice patio, built-ins, carpet.
Real nice home and Investment.
AT 903 DORAN ROAD IS A MODERN 3 BEDROOM BRICK near the new high
school. Has Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet. draperies, all built-ins. Really
nice.
ON RAG WELL BOULEVARD is a nearly new 3 bedroom brick home with ai
draperies, built-ins. 2 baths, central heat and air, double garage, pay_
Extra nice and owner occupied.

I,
°4-1
'Salet 21ff
diii-Wane753:2517
Lo-uise taker 753 2409
Jack Permit 753-8961

WANT A FORMAL DINING ROOM,large living room and den with fireplace'
Then you must see this 4 bedroom brick veneer borne. Has 3 baths, large
playroom,. worlds of shelves and closets. This house is only 5 years old and
priced far below replacement cost.
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County lots. Some small,
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or corn. merc1al lots.
REAL MOE WATERFRONT tATizi Green Valle
Estates.-Priced to sell
'
,
•

Guy Spu'in

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
TCliutivIMikmovnit,2361
7-11-1addy Tykes 75'3-3465
Montbor. of Multiple ,Listirf§s
Tripp Williams 753-6422
Phone- 753-7724
901 Sycamore Str.
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Jackson Speaker
At Mason's Chapel

District 16 of Christian Churches
Meet at Murray Church Sunday
Dr. Jack P. Lewis, of the
Harding Graduate School of
Religion in Memphis, Tenn.,
will speak on the subject of
"Translating and Translations"
at all services of the University
Church of Christ on Sunday.
September, 23.
Dr. Lewis, a native of Texas,
attended Abilene Christian

Dr. Jack P. Lewis
College and Sam Houston State
College and later earned Ph. D.
degrees from Harvard and
Hebrew Union.
He has done local work with
churches
in Texas, Rhode
_Island, and Kentucky and has
lectured in various states and
on numerous college campuses.
Dr. Lewis is on the editorial
boards of Restoration Quarterly
and Journal of Hebraic Studies.
In addition to the publication of
numerous scholarly articles, his
books include The Minor
Prophets and Historical BackGrounds of Bible History.
Lewis is a past president of
the Southern section of the
Evangelical
Theological
Society and has been associated
with the Harding Graduate
School since 1958.
• Dr. Lewis will speak to the
combined adult classes at 9:30
a.m. and at the 10:30 a.m. and
7:00 p.m. worship services. A
question-answer period will
follow the evening service.
The public is cordially invited to attend these services, a
church spokesman said.

Paul Matthews Is
Speaker At Meet
At Benton Church
The Church of Christ in
Benton will host a series of
gospel meetings September 2430
Paul Matthews, Shelbyville,
Tenn., formerly of Murray, has
been selected as guest speaker,
and the theme "Right Side Out"
will be emphasized in each
service.
Mr. •Matthews has been
minister at the Main Street
church in Shelbyville, Tenn., for
the past ten years. A former
professor of History at David
Lipscomb College, he has extensive experience as an
evangelist-averaging 10
meetings per year for the past
M years, including a meeting at
Benton in 1969. He has served
churches in Arkansas, Texas,
Tennessee, and Kentucky. Mr.
Matthews is a graduate of
Vanderbilt University.
Weekday services will be at
7:30 p.m., and Sunday services
will be at 8:45, 10:00, and 11:00
a.m. and 6:00 pir
t;atr
aee bus
transportation Isble by
calling 5274211. The church has
a staffed nursery and there is
ample off-street paiking.

ATLANTA, Ga.(AP)- If it
measures up to expectations,
the 1973 Kohoutek cornet will
far outshine the famous Halley's comet of 1910. Astronomers at the Fernbank Science
Center here and scientists at
observatories around the world
are preparing to study the rare
phenomenon, which may be
bright enough to be seen in
daylight. The Kohoutek comet,
named after the West German
astronomer who discovered it,
will appear late in November
and remain visible to the naked
eye until mid-February.

anything in particular. Except
that Bobby Riggs' hustle fell
flat on its male chauvinist face
before the onslaught of feminist
Billie Jean King. Her straight
set victory in tennis' Battle of
the Sexes left some women ecstatic and some men thinking
of excuses. When it was over,
Riggs congratulated Mrs. King,
a five-time Wimbledon champion who said the victory in the
$100,000 winner-take-all production was her fine hour.

DETROIT (AP) - The
United Auto Workers says it's
confident its striking Chrysler
HOUSTON;Ter.tAP1 The membership will give "lopAstrodome show business spec- sided" approval over the weektacular may not have proved end to the proposed contract.
Ratification votes in all 69
Chrysler UAW locals are schedBusiness Fraternity
uled to be completed by SunOfficers Of MSU
day, in time for word to trickle
down to 127,500 Chrysler workAttending Conference
ers in the U.S. Most of the loA delegation of seven officers cals are due to vote over the
and advisers from the Delta weekend, with three tallies set
Gamma chapter of Phi Beta for Friday, the UAW said.
Lambda national business
fraternity at Murray State
DENVER ( AP) - "If they
University is attending a put them all together I wouldn't
leadership training workshop in know which was which, except
Louisville Sept. 20-23.
for Catherine," says the mother
They are: Ed Cook, Collin- of the Stanek sextuplets. Cathsville, ill., senior, president; erine is the lone girl among the
Sam Devine, Calvert City five survivors. Edna Stanek, 34,
senior, state Phi Beta Lambda said in her first meeting with
vice-president; Susan Boswell, newsmen Thursday she hasn't
Murray sophmore, secretary; been able to tell her newborns
Donna Ramsey, Greenville apart yet, but she's beginning
senior, reporter; Marsha Sledd, to notice differences among the
Murray sophomore, historian; five surviving infants.
John and Jeffrey were in
Mrs. Lanette Thurman,chapter
adviser; and Mrs. La Verne good condition Thursday night.
Steven, Nathan and Catherine
Ryan, state adviser.
Conducting the workshop at were in satisfactory condition
the Seelbach Hotel is Lee and using respirators to help
Cantrel, state
executive them breathe, according to Dr.
secretary for Phi Beta Lambda James Strain, a pediatrician at
and the Future Business Colorado General Hospital.
Leaders
of
America.
GRAPEVINE, Tex. (AP) Sessions will include duties and
responsiblities of chapter of- The arrival of the supersonic
ficers, parliamentary jet Concorde created a stir Mere
procedures, and chapter ac- when the presence of another
plane delayed its landing durtivities and projects.
A fall meeting of the state ing the dedication of the
board of Phi Beta Lambda will world's largest airprt. A Federalso be held during tthe al Aviation Administration
spokesman said the plane made
workshop.
The Murray State chapter of a "completely routine maneuPhi Beta Lambda meets twice a ver" apd the planes were at
month during the school year. least three miles apart. Jones
said an American Airlines jet
was making a training flight
landing at Greater Southwest
Airport a few miles south of the
new $700 million Grapevine airport. The SST had been approaching at 1,000 feet and
quickly ascended to 3,000 feet,
officials said. The Concorde
was making its first flight to
the United States, a two-hour,
25-minute flight from Caracas,
Venezuela.

Mrs. Doughty Dies
Thursday Night
At Local Hospital

Mrs Dora E Doughty of
wife of
Dexter Route One, ,
Thomas H. Doughty, died
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 67 years of
age.
The deceased was a member
of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church. She was born August 5,
1906, in Tennessee.
Survivors are her husband,
Thomas H. Doughty of Dexter
Route One; stepdaughter, Mrs.
Charlene Butler of Calvert City;
stepson, Thomas Earl Doughty
of Benton; sister, . Mrs.
Symanthia Johnson of Little
Rock, Ark.; two 'brothers,
Granville Reeves and Will D.
Reeves, both of Maury City,
Tenn.; 'eleven step grandchildren; four step great
grandchildren.
-Funeral services will be held
Saturday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Marty
McDonald officiating.
FREE GERBILS
Burial will be in the Wofford
Gerbils are free to persons for
Cemetery in Stewart County,
pets. For information call 753Tent. Friends may call at the
9364.
funeral home.

Two ACcidints
Occur Thursday
Murray City police investigated two accidents
Thursday, but officers reported
no injuries in either accident.
At 4:45 p.m. Thursday. a car
driven by Morris R. Dunn,
Route One, Dexter, collided
with a vehicle owned by Griffin
Electric Co., of Owensboro, on
Industrial Road, according to
police.
Investigating officers said
that the Dunn car was headed
north on Industrial Road when
it collided with the parked
Griffin vehicle. Damage to the
Dunn car was to the rear end,
and damage to the Griffin
vehicle was to the side;and top.
Cars driven by Robert H.
Ross, Route One, Dexter, and
J.T. Duffy, Hales Trailer Court,
were involved in an accident on
Highway 121, Thursday acelirdtng to police.
'Officers said that the Ross car
was going south on 121 and the
Duffy car was going north on
121 when the accident"OteniTect.
Damage to both cars was to the
front end.

_fl
RENT-A-CAR

Phone 753-5273

Dr. Spencer P. Austin,
executive secretary of the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) national agency Unified
Promotion of Indianapolis, will
be the keynote speaker at the
District 16 Convention of

He is a native of Oklahoma,
and holds the bachelor, masters,and seminary degrees from
Phillips University and has
completed residency
requirements for the doctoral at
Boston University. In 1956
Phillips University conferred on
.him an honorary doctorate]
degree in recognition of his
outstanding service to national
church life.

Rev. Edd Glover
Lists His Subject

Charles Jackson will be the
speaker at the morning worship
services at the Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church on
Sunday, September 23, at ten

Calloway Native
Joins WKU Faculty

Rev. W. Edd Glover, minister
of the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church, will speak on the
subject, "The Important
a.M.
Personal Question," at the
Jackson will be speaking in eleven a.m. services on Sunday,
the absence of the church September 23, at the church.
minister, Rev. James Baker,
His scripture will be from
who is ill.
John 9:35. Sunday School will be
held at ten a.m. and the evening
worship will be at seven p.m.
TURKEY SHOOT
A turkey shoot will be held at
Lynn Grove Elementary School
on Saturday, October 6, starting
at ten a.m. The concession
stand will be open and shells
"Is God Over Thirty?" will be
will also be on sale, according to the sermon title this Sunday by
a spokesman for the Parent- Rev. Chuck Moffett of The First
Teacher Club, sponsor of the Presbyterian Church, 16th and
shoot.
Main Streets.
The scripture readings will be
Psalm 23; John 10:7-11; I
FREE PUPPIES
Three
puppies are free to Corinthians 13:8-13. The adult
persons for pets. For in- choir, under the direction of Dr.
Carl Mowery will sing the anformation call 753-0474.
them, "They That Know Thy
Name."
FREE PUPPY
The public is cordially invited
Full
blooded
German to attend church school classes
Shepherd puppy, nine months
at 9:30 a.m. and the service of
old, is free to someone for a pet.
worship at 10:45 am. A nursery
For information call 753-9390.
is provided for both hours.

Dr. Austin has traveled
widely in behalf of the churches.
He participated in the World
Convention of Churches of
Christ Assemblies in Canada,.
Scotland, Puerto Rico, and
Austrailia. He has viiiitad
mission fields in Japan, the
Philippines, India, Thailand,
and Republic of Zaire. He was
one of the American delegates
to the World Consultation on
Stewardship
in
Geneva,
Switzerland. In 1970 he and Mrs.
Austin visited 17 countries on
three continents exploring
Dr. Spencer P. Austin
better administrative
Christian Churches to be held at relationship between mission
the First Christian Church, and service programs.
Murray,Sunday, September 23,
from 2:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Lyle Underwood, Murray,
District 16 president, will
preside. The theme for the
Assembly is "The Laymen and
the Minister." The women of
the church under the direction
of their service chairman, Mrs.
O.B. Boone Jr., will serve as
hostess for the covered dish
supper.
Dr. Austin will also preach at
the church's Sunday morning
10:45 worship service on the
theme "How It Happens" and
will be using as his scriptural
background II Corinthians 5:16 6:1. In addition he will also
The same tire that ear
make a presentation to the
on //MY
comes
Wear-Helm-Service
Circle
new 1974 cars.
Sunday School Class at 9:30
a.m. with questions and
discussion following.
Dr. Austin has served on the
staff of Unified Promotion for
the past 16 years. Unified
Promotion is the cooperative
promotional agency of 74
national and state boards of the
Christian Church. Through this
family budget of the agenciel.
the Christian Churches support
Foreign
missions, Home
missions, benevolence,
Christian High education,
Ministerial relief, evangelism,
badY Dies
church development and
education, state missions,
church extension, and Christian
unity.
Prior to 1957, Dr. Austin
served for 11 years on the staff
of the United Christian
bible Wunder tread
Missionary Society, first as•
Director of Evangelism, and
then as executive Chairman of
the Division of General Services.

Services Planned
At First Church

Dr. Edwin Clayton Riley, a
native of Calloway County, has
joined Western Kentucky
University's
College
of
Education and Bowling Green
College of Business and Public
Affairs as professor-director of
distributive education.
Dr. Riley conies to Western
after serving as head of
distributive education at the
University of Kentucky.
He has also served as visiting
professor at the University of
Arizona, University of Georgia,
Cornell University, University
of Missouri and the University
of Wisconsin.
He received the B. S. degree
for the University of Kentucky,
the M.A. degree from Murray
State University and the Ed.D.
degree from the University of
Missouri.
Dr. Riley is a member of the
board of directors for the
Kentucky
Distributive
Education Clubs of America
(DECA), the program cornmittee for the Central Region
DECA. He is chairman of the
National Task Force on Career
Education.

NEED TIRES??
SMALL CARS
Sties 17814
17814

••

Sizes 678-14, 15
H1814, 15

$2500
LARGE CARS

POLYESTER
BERGLASS

Glilethe
TIRES

(Continued from Page 1)
out that the agency "has
provided tremendous amounts
of money and facilities to make
the LBL a desirable place to
carry on Project Apollo."
A unique aspect of the
program, according to Holt, is
the interdisciplinary nature of
the outdoor learning process.
He said academic specialists
from several disciplines at
Murray State will be utilized,
including the physical sciences,
the social sciences, outdoor
recreation, communications
and the humanities.
The first students to be involved in one of four series that
will make up the project will be
on the campus during the
weekend early in November,
according to Holt.
"Structured to the academic
school year of sending high
schools from
18 states
associated with Upward Bound
program, Project Apollo is
organized so that the series
can be used during weekend,
vacation and holiday periods,"
he continued.
Holt explained that the bulk of
the prog_rs,pl_sa_..he...._adpisaisitatered,dswitv--Steminuarner.
months of 1974, taking advantage of the vacation to
implement the longer and more
extensive series of 14 days'
-duration. To involve 500 students from
states ranging from Florida to
Wisconsin and Nebraska, the
project "will enable Murray
State to get a tremendous exposure to students from hundreds of high schools from:
much -! the country," he said
Utilizing a stress-fear adventure methodology, activities
in Project Apollo will be centered on a 5-1 student-leader
ratio. The wall. groups. will
stay_ together with an academic
apecialist or a series coordinator for a prolonged period
of time

.; per tare F. E. I
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White Walls!
Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Firrance Charge * 6 Months To Pay
With Approved Credit

STEEL BELTED
RADIAL

EXECUTIVE
PREMIUM'

75%* more
road hazard
protection

• 12/32"
Tread
Depth

• 20%*
better
handling
• Cooler
- running*

• As compared to our coriventicfnat
78 senes 4 ply bias tires

Size

ConventionaL gaze

B /8-13

Mae_

• 4 Ply
Nylon
Cord

• Premium designation relates to the Ovate
standards of the marketer No industry
standard exists.
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FR78-14
GR78-14
GR78-15
JR78-15
LR78-15

(9.15)

All Tire Prices Plus Tax and
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Drive A Little 'Save A Lot!
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808 Coldwater Rood - Near 5 Points Murray
Phone 753-3164
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